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in Our 100th Year

Local Area Has
Some Flooding
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The local area has not totally escaped
the flooding that haa inundated the
Southern portion of the United States,
and Mississippi, Georgia and Alabama
in particular.
The only road reportedly closed in
Calloway County because of water is
Wildcat Road. This road leads down to
a Tennessee Valley Authority public
use area.
A dispatcher at th
,
,liayfield post of
the Kentucky State Police said this
morning that the major road closings in
the area were in Hickman and Fulton
counties.
Kentucky Lake is now eight feet
above summer pool and expected to
rise two more feet by Wednesday. J. W.
Witham,owner of Kenlake Marina, said
that solar the docks have recieved only
slight damage from the rising waters.
However, Wilham stated that he is
considering moving some major items
out of the docks if the water rises three
more feet._
Meanwhile, in Jackson, Miss.,
workers frantically piled sandbags
along muddy levees today to try to
contain record flooding of the Pearl
River which has forced thousands from
their homes and covered the city's new
$48 million sewage treatment plant.
"We're sandbagging and praying,"
said Steve Spotts, administrative
assistant to Mayor Dale Danks, as the
Pearl's worst flooding in history surged
rooftop-high in some praces and sent
five feet of water into parts of the
downtown area.
The mayor's office estimated that
17,200 persons have fled their homes in
Jackson, a city of 250,000, but state civil
defense officials said only about 8,000
were homeless across the state.
The river was at 42.6 feet at Jackson
today, up only two—tenths in the last 12
hours, and officials said the levee
system, keeping even more water out of
the city, was holdiag.
The NatIotial Weitfier Service iiid
the river was expected to crest between
42.6 feet and 42.8 feet, about 25 feel
above flood stage. The previous high
water record at Jackson was 37.5 feet in
1902.
President Carter declared the region
a disaster area after Gov. Cliff Finch
asked for federal aid.
City officials said the state's new $48
million sewage treatment plant was
flooded early today despite almost
constant sandbagging operations since
the flood waters began last week.
"This is a major loss," said city
-spokesman Carroll Fulgham. "The
plant is lost to the city for operational
purposes until the waters go down. We
don't know what's salvagable right
e now."
Fulgham said the city was converting
to a sewage lagoon system and service
would be continued.
Among those forced to flee as the
river went on its rampage over the
weekend was Jerry Blunt, an attorney,
who said he had no flood insurance on
his $85,000 home. He complained that he
got no warning that the water was
rising.

"We heard somebody say, 'We're
going to sue somebody.' But who are
you going to sue, the Lord?" Blunt
asked.
Mildred Sullivan, 67, whose husband
died in a fire eight years ago, returned
to her recently-redecorated, 1135,000
tri-level home in a rowboat Sunday to
find "everything ruined, absolutely
gone."

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
appealed for volunteers to bring dump
trucks and clay earth to bolster levees
along the Pearl. About 200 state
prisoners helped under guard to
reinforce a downtown levee. Floodwaters rose to within a block of the
governor's mansion downtown.
Danks also asked downtown
businesses to use only essential employees beginning today. The Pearl
flooding, combined with the overflowing Town Creek which runs underground beneath the city's center,
made downtown a peninsula, accessible
by land only from the north.
In other flood-tut states, about BM
people were forced from their homes in
Missouri, and about 2,000 persons were
still homeless after a month of flooding
along the Illinois River.
—
There was no official estimate on the
number —of--persons homeless in
Alabama, where state officials
predicted that 2,000 people would have
to be evacuated in the Selma area, as
she Alabama River moved toward a
predicted 23 feet above flood stage by
later this week.
'There were no reports of injuries in
the Jackson area. Four deaths were
blamed on flooding elsewhere in
Mississippi. Four other persons
drowned in a fishing accident as their
boat overturned on a section of the
Tennessee River straddling the
Mississippi-Alabama border.
Floodwaters in Alabama claimed
four lives and two other persons were
believed to have drowned.
The quiet, gradual advance of the
floodwater on Jackson's downtown and
northeastern and southern residential
areas was in sharp contrast to the
sunny, 78-degree Easter Sunday. Cars
and trucks, loaded with belongings of
fleeing flood victims mingled with
thousands of sightseers officials said
had hampered their operations.

Things The
IRS Thinks
On Tax Day

LETTE

By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer

4

WASHINGTON (AP) — Here, on tax
day, is what the taxman thinks:

"I'm dying inside,"she said.
The water covered hundreds of
homes and businesses in Jackson and
major city streets were flooded in
several sections. Interstate 20, a major
east-west route through Jackson,
remained open but traffic was slowed
as dirt-laden dump trucks and
emergency vehicles and sightseers
searched for routes into flooded sections.
The National Weather Service said it
expected the river to stabilize today
after more than two days,of relief from
heavy rainfall that saturated most of
Mississippi, Georgia and Alabama last
week.
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MANY HAPPY RETURNS — Today is the last day to file federal
and state income tax returns. Several people have
made a last-minute dash to the post office in order to meet the deadline,
extended one day this year because of
Easter failing on the traditional deadrine of Apri 15. All forms have to
be postmarked by midnight tonight. Murray
Postmaster Virgil Gilliam staia4rafproceures have gone smoothly at
the post office. He added that he does not
anticipate any trouble.
Staff Photo br Matt Sanders

Raise Will Begin In July

Social Security Cost-Of-Living
Increase Will Probably Be Record
By CHRIS CONNELL
Associated Pres4 Writer

reported higher taxes had put the
system's retirement and disability
trust funds on a sound footing until the
early 21st Century.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The cost-ofliving increase Social Security
beneficiaries will automatically begin.
However, they said the Medicare
receiving in July will likely be a record
hospital insurance trust fund will go
of about 10 percent, government
broke by 1990 unless it receives adsources predict.
ditional revenues.
The exact increase will not be known
The cost-of-living increases, which
until April, 26, when the Labor
have been automatic since 1975, are one
Department reveals the 'Consumer
reason the system has been thrown into
Price Index for March. Social Security
the fiscal crisis that led Congress to
benefits climb automatically each July
pass higher taxes in 1917.
if the index for the first three months of
the year is 3 percent or more above the
The maximum Social Security
figure for the same period of the
benefit for a worker retiring at age 65 in
previous year.
1978 was $489 a month, so a 10 percent
Double-digit inflation in January and
increase would boost his benefit to $538
February already has helped boost the
a month, or $6,456 for 12 months. A
index to 9.3 percent above its level in
spouse of retirement age is entitled to
the first quarter of 1978. The index's
an extra 50 percent for a total benefit
March jump, which is inevitable, will
for the couple of $9,684.
push it close to 10 percent, said the
sources, who asked not to be identified.
But the average Social Security
Last July the nation's 34 million
benefit for a single retired worker last
Social Security beneficiaries got a 6.5 -year was $254 a month; for a--couple,
percent increase. The highest previous
$433.
automatic hike was 8 percent in 1975.
Railroad Retirement checks and
following a year in which inflation hit a
Supplemental Security Income
postwar high.
The trustees of the Social Security
trust funds, meanwhile, were releasing
their annual report to Congress today
Last year the trustees, Health,
Education and Welfare Secretary
Joseph A.- Califano Jr., Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal and
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall.
By The Associated Press
Easter weekend traffic accidents in
Kentucky claimed at least five lives,
according to state police, including that
of a 57-year-old handicapped Mayfield
man who died in a bizarre accident
when his car became mired on a deadend road.
The weekend deaths raised the state
highway death toll for the year to 209,
compared with 165 through the same
period last year.

payments will go up by the same
percentage in July.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare expects all its
income security programs, including
Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, to cost $130 billion in fiscal
year 1980, a $14 billion increase in one
year. Fiscal 1980 begins Oct. 1.
Califano told..Dengress in February
that for every 1 percent of inflation,
HEW's spending on these programs
automatically shoots up more than $1.4
billion.

Sunday Morning Fire
Destroys Lake Home
Of Ricky Rickman
An early Sunday anorning fire
destroyed the home of Ricky Rickman
at Lakeway Shores, according to a
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
spokesman.
The spokesman added that the squad
received the call at 4:02 a.m. but by
that time, the house was engulfed.

—He thinks most Americans, on
reflection after getting over their
"emotional reaction to the tax system,"
will agree it is fair, and that taxes, after
all, are not so steep.
—He thinks a man from Mars would
be amazed that Americans, by and
large, pay what they owe without trying
to cheat. They do it on the honor system
and, by and large, it works.
—He thinks, however, that honesty
would not be so rampant if the Internal
Revenue Service didn't check some tax
returns and didn't occasionally send
someone to jail for cheating — 500 Out of
90 million taxpayers in an average
year.
—And he'd like to double the tax
returns that are audited, although, even
at that, only three or four of every 100
returns would be looked at. Today it is
Iwo of every 100.
—But,like most of his predecessors,
the taxman can't sell that viewpoint to
the Office of Management and Budget
despite the fact that every additional
dollar invested in tax enforcement is
sure to return many times that much in
taxes collected.
The taxman is Jerome Kurtz, 47,
appointed IRS commissioner two years
ago by President Carter.
He is a gourmet cook who hasn't had
time to go into the kitchen since he got
here. He gets to the office at 8:45 a.m.
and leaves at 6:45 p.m. with a briefcase
of things he must read into the night.
In an interview, Kurtz said the
average American is not cranky about
his taxes when he thinks about them for
a while.
"A lot of people have an emotional
reaction to the tax system because
obviously it costs money, but I think in
- their more reflective moments most
people have to say that it's a fair
system and that it is not by -any objective standard a very steep tax
system," he said.
People in many other countries pay
far more, he noted.
As for enforcement, he has not been
able to get all the money he would like
from the government for his 80,000person agency. The budget people say
they cannot increase the IRS budget
while holding down the budgets of
programs people care about.
Kurtz says he's always prepared his
own tax returns.
"I did it on a Sunday at home about
six weeks ago," he says. "It took the
better part of a day. I used the long
form, and now I'm waiting for my
refund."

Easter Traffic-Accidents Claim
Five; Year's Total Reaches 209

Eustace Whitlock was driving down
the Old Clinton Road about 8% miles
west of Mayfield late Friday night, said
state police dispatcher Nicky Coovert
at Mayfield. It was about 11 p.m.
When Whitlock realized the road was
a dead-end, he began to back out but
wedged the rear of his car in a dirt
bank, officers said.
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Whitlock, who required a cane to
Walk, then attempted to get out of the
car, but the vehicle began moving and
dragged him about 75 feet through a
fence at the dead-end.
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LADDER PIPE — Members of the Murray fire Department tried out a new remote control ladder
today. The pipe,
whick'WAS installed Friday, will eliminate having a fireman on top of -the ladder to man a hose,
according to Fire
Chief Jackie.Cooper. Cooper said that several firemen have been injured in the past while on the
ladder because of
" the extreme heat. In addition to the safety factor, the man normally used on the ladder is freed.
tohelp in other
areas of firefighting. The pipe will spray from 35 to 85 feet and has all varieties oLspeay,-ealiging from a straight
stream to a fog. Ordered last year from Akron Brass Co.,the pipe cost $4,800.
Staff Photo dr Debble Sd I

The vehicle then jumped a fallen tree.
At that point, police said, Whitlock tried
again to get out. But when the car came
to rest against the stamp of the tree, the
driver's door was wedged shut,
strangling Whitlock.
"It was a very strange circiimstance," said Coovert, who added
that nearby residents heard the sounds
of the crash and found Whitlock nearly
decapitated by the car door.
Police did not know whether Whitlock
lived alone or the extent of his handicap.

In other accidents, state police said
two men were killed and two others
injured early Easter morning following
a high-speed chase by Jefferson County
police into neighboring Oldham County.
The victims were identified as Ronnie
Sullivan, 32, Louisville, and Delmar
Adams, 20, La Grange. Two other
persons in the car, Tony McGraw, 18,
Louisville, and Donald Stewart 24, 1.9
Grange, were injured and taken to
General Hospital in Louisville. They
were listed in serious condition Sunday
evening.

Police said Lorene M. Smith, 20, of
Greenville, was killed late Friday when
her car struck another vehicle about
one-quarter mile west of Greenville on
Kentucky 601 in Muhlenberg County.
No other injuries were reported. --Stanley Gene Justice, 31, of Phyllis in
Pike County, was killed late Saturday
when his car overturned and crashed
about a- mile from his home on Kentucky 194.

today's index
1 Section — 12 Pages

State police said Jefferson County
officers began chasing the vehicle on
the Jefferson Freeway after it passed
them at high speed. The chase continued on U.S. 42 into the limits Of
Skylight, where the car struck a utility
pole and crashed into the front porch of
a house. Police said there were no other
injuries.

City School System
Is Awarded $5,279
Grant From HEW
A grant of $5,279.57 from the Office of
Education of the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare has been
'1130fil"ded to the•it;iffiffry Independent
School District for current expenses,
according to- the office of U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard.
These funds provide financial
assistance for schools in federally
affected areas.
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Horoscope
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partly cloudy
and
not as cool
Paruy titUdy and not as tool
tonight. Lows in the upper 40s to
low 50s. Mostly sunny and
warmer Tuesday. Highs in the
mid to upper 70s.
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1:04, C0M MUNITY
CALENDAR
Monday,April 16
Board meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre Arts,
Inc., will meet at the Calloway
Public Library at 7 p.m.
Monday. April 16
Theta Department of
Murray Worrian's Club will
have a dinner meeting with
guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Meat, bread, and
drinks will be furnished and
each member is to bring two
dishes.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For information'call 759-1792 or 7539261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and --Olive
Streets.
Singles
Unlimited
is
scheduled to meet at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
• Ducks Unlimited will meet
at the Triangle Inn at 7 p.m.

Ladies day luncheon will be
Dexter Senior Citizens will
served
at 12 noon at the Oaks
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Country Club with Essie
Center.
Caldwell and Mary Wells as
Murray Assembly No. 19 chairmen of the hostesses.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
First United Methodist Men
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
will have a dinner at 6:30 p.m.
hall.
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LATCH WORK LESSON — Jean Cloar, county extension
agent in home economics,
standing, discusses a poini with the leaders from the Calloway
County Homemakers
Club at the lesson on latch work pillows held at the Calloway
County Extension Agent
Others pictured, left to right, are Jean Smith, Joanne Cavitt
Modelle Miller, and tottie
Hurt. Also registering for the lesson that day were Judy
Stahler, Kathryn Walker, Wanda Moseley, Anna Lou Jones, Nova Lee Wendt, Wanda Henry,
Linda Ward, Lottie Gibson, Maudie Kennedy, Maxine Nance, and Jean Moore.

Janelle Doyle Group of First
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are Baptist Church Women will
scheduled to- meet with Mrs. meet at 9:30 a.m. at the parlor
of the church.
W. A. Cunningham at 7 p.M.

tonites movies

1

The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly at the
Douglas Community Center,
Monday through Friday, at 12
noon, have been listed for this
week. These are also for the
"Meals on Wheels" program
here.

Ladies Golf Tee Off Coffee
Countryside Homemakers
of
the Murray Country Club
Club will meet at the home of
Jerri Hendrick for a salad will be at 10 a.m. in green
room of the club, hosted by the
luncheon.
Ladies' Golf CommitteePolly,
Betty
Coles Camp Ground United Margaret
Jane
Fitch,
Methodist Church Women will Stewart,
meet at the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Slorneyer, and
Eddie Mae Outland.
Charlie Lassiter at 7 p.m.
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Nutrition Program For
Elderly Lists Menus

Willing Workers Class of
Pacers Homemakers Club
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Fay
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Jacks at 9':30 a.m.
home of Betty gentry.

At These Theatres
All Seats $1.50

541 N Central fir

Senior Citizens)

Tuesday, April 17
Wednesday, April 18
Senior Adult Fellowship of
Murray
State University
First Baptist Church will meet
at the church at 10 a.m. to go Faculty Senate Elections will
be held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
to Reelfoot Lake for lunch.
the Waterfield Library.

Blue Grass State CB Club
Christian. Men's Fellowship
Ellis Center will be open
will meet at the lodge hall at 7 from 10
of First Christian Church will
a.m. to 3 p.m. for
p.m.
activities by the Murray meet at 6 p.m. at the church
Senior Citizens including with the dinner to be served by
Murray7;(71;
"N;. 105 Free devotion at
10:05 a.m., lunch Group IV of Christian
and Accepted._ Masons will at noon,
and band practice at 1 Women's Fellowship.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge p.m.
hall. Highway 121 North.
Wednesday, April 18
Bowling for Senior Citizens
Murray TOPS Club will
Reservations kit the ladies meet at 7 p.m. at the Health will be at Corvette Lanes at
day luncheon At the Oaks Center.
1:30 p.m.
Country Club on Wednesday
should be made today with Music Department of
Joint meeting of Hazel, New
Essie Caldwell or Mary Wells. Murray Woman's Club will Concord, and Hamlin Senior
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club Citizens will be at the Hazel
Community Center.
Jonathan-Aurora Action house.
Cothmittee will meet at 7 p.m.
Annual banquet and lecture Educational workshop for
at the Kenlake Lodge, Aurora.
All interested persons are by local chapter of Sigma Psi, diabetes patients including
national science research medication and diet control,
invited.
society, with Dr. James complications,
Monday, April 16
Bowman, University of pa thophysiology and the
Home Mission Book study of Chicago, as speaker will be pregnant diabetic patient,
Memorial Baptist Church will held. The banquet will be at sponsored by the Murray
be held at 7 p.m. with all 6:30 p.m. in Room 228,Stewart State University Department
`• groups invited.
Stadium, and the lecturewill of Nursing, the continuing
be in the Mason Hall education Committee, and the
Senior voice recital by Jdhn Auditorium, Murray State, at Kentucky
Diabetes
Association, will be from 8:30
F. Hayes, Melbourne; Fla., 7:30 p.m.
a.m. to 3:45 p.m. in the Mason
will be at 7 p.m. at Farrell
Senior trombone recital by Hall Auditorium. The fee will
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center,
Murray
State Dan Wlight., Decatur, Ill, will be $10.
'be af78:15 p.m. in Farrell
University.
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annual All-Campus Sing
Murray
State competition, sponsored by
Duo-Piano concert by Center,
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
faculty and students with University.
Alpha Sinfonia, will be at 4:30
Prof. James McKeever as
Murray State Women's p.m. at the Lovett Auditori
coordinator will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine Tennis Team will play Ten- Murray State.
Arts Annex, Murray State nessee Tech at the University
Courts, Murray State.
Murray Shrine Club will
University.
meet at 7 p.m. at the Masonic
Lodge Hall, Highway 121
Tuesday, April 17
Wednesday, April 18
North.
Episcopal Women of St.
Hazel -Community Center
will be. o_pen for activities for John's Church will meet with
Wadesboro
Homemakers
the _Hazel Senior Citizens Cindy Hale, 111 South lOtt.
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
including lunch at 11:45 a.m., Street, at 7:30 p.m.
the home of Mrs. Lowell
aod table games, quilting,
Palmer.
etc., at 12:15 p.m.
J. N. Williams Chapter of
Thursday. April 19
Spring Sports Outing, the United Daughters of the
Ladies' Day Kick Off Tennis
sponsored by Murray High Confederacy will meet at the
Athletic Boosters Club, will be home of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn party for the Murray Country
at the practice field of the high at 1:30 p.m. Dr. Edwin Club will be at 10:30 a.m. in
Strohecker Will be speaker.
the green room of the club,
school at 6 p.m.
hosted by Lochie Landolt and
Rainey
Apperson,
COchairmen.
Tuesday Is Bargain Mite

ICAPTIQ:lj
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BOMAR GIRL
A baby girl, Tiffany Dawn,
weighing eight pounds four
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. 4erry D. Bomar, Route 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn., on
Monday, Meth 26, at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Malcolm
P. Bomar and Mr. and Mrs.
Gene B. McWherter, all of
.Paris, Tenn.
DODD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Danny G.
Dodd, Route 1, Buchanan,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby girl, Kelley Janye,
weighing nine pounds three
ounces, born on Tuesday,
April 3;' at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Marilyn Butler. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Butler
of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Matre Lee Dodd of Buchanan,
Tenn., and the late Everton
Dodd.

Staff Photo by ft) Burkeen

Hi-Y And Tri-Alpha Members
Alumnae Chapter OfSigma
At Murray High Attend Meet Alpha Iota ReePives Award
Twenty Hi-Y and Tr -Alpha
members from Murray High
School attended the Kentuck)
Youth Assembly, a YMCAsponsored mock legislative
convention held March 21k-31 at
the Galt House in Louisville.
Seniors attending included
Jon Alexander and Chuck
Wilson, House: Mark Young.
Senate; Francie Outland and

IDeak-,4611.
By Abigail Van Buren

Their Wedding
Needs Referee
DEAR ABBY: My wife ane I divorced after a 20-year marriage. My girlfriend has beer, iving with me for the last nine
months.
My eldest son, 19, has .tis girlfriend living with him, and
the problem is that his girlfriend does not like my girlfriend
at all. My son and his girlfriend•told me they are getting
married in July. They ve made wedding plans and have
decided that my es-wife and I will be invited, but neither of
us is allowed to ,tring a date. This plainly means the girl I
live with is not irvitecr.--I am'ready to tell them that if I can't bring my girlfriend
will not attend. either. My girl-friend is so hurt that I'm not
even sure she'd go if they (-hanged their minds and invited
her.
Fm leaving the decision up to you.
•
MIXED-UP MESS
DEAR MIMED-UP: First find out whether your son and
his fiancee will change their minds and invite your
girlfriend. If they won't, and you want a good relationship
with your son, go without her. If they DO invite her, try to
persuade her to attend with you. If she refuses, go alone.
DEAR ABBY: With the rising divorce rate and the trend
toward total truthfulness these days. I firmly believe that
the marriage vows shou.d be changed from "till death do us
part," to "till something better comes along.'
,What do you say?
.
TELL IT-LIKE IT IS
DEAR TELL IT: I say that it will never play in Peoria.
DEAR ABBY: The letter atx.ut getting rid of door-to-door
religious.pitehmen reminded me of how I got rid of the first
team I encountered.
, I had just moved from -,,r,Yorjc to California, after growing up under two relig.ous influences - Episcopalian and
Quaker.
A young mother, I v..as having one of those hectic days.
The baby had just thrown .1 howl of Pablum on the floor, the
older boy was smearing thelog with honey, the cat had just
given birth to kittens on the clean clothes in the linen closet,
and the vacuum cleaner had given up the ghost. At that
point the doorbell rang. I answered it and was faced with
two obese women, the daughter as wide as the mother. The
mother, with no introductilin whatsoever, sang out, "How
would you like to live fin this earth forever?'
My instant response s. GOD FORBID!"
Talk about being stopp.-d cold! They were totally
speechless!
E.A.J. IF NTINGTQN BEACH,CALIF.
CONFIDENTIAL 1
.1 M. IN, GARDEN CITY: Yes.!
know obesity is unhealth:, Bat I refuse to starve myself to
death in order to live a lot longer.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank -you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letter's for all Occasions.- Send $1 and a long,
stamped 128 centel, self-addressed envelope to MAO! 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Mae Williams of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

•

Town

chaplain, Irma Collins; and
parliamentarian, Jane Dyson.
Plans were made for the
annual Spring Banquet and
Musicale in May.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
. Joe Feesor of Hazel has
-teen dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dismissed March 29 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield,
was
Eugene
Paschall of Murray Route 1.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mindy Bryan of Murray has
been dismissed front the
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Edward Lee of Dexter
Route 1 has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
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This Is Your Invitation To Hear

JOHN HOOVER
Gospel Meetings
April 15-20,1979
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The Murray Alumnae
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota,
national music fraternity, met
at the home of Beatrice
Farrell Tuesday, April 10.
It was- reported the local
chapter has been awarded the
Chapter
Alumnae
Achievement Award from Psi
Provence, for the outstanding
fulfilltnent of the National
Objectives.
The local chapter has sent
gifts to its two philanthropic
projects, International Music
Fund at Brevard Music
Center, and the International
Music Scholarship at Converse College in So. Carolina.
The following officers have
been installed for the ensuing
year:
President, Bonita Schwab;
vice president, Kay Bates;
recording secretary, Vickie
Travis; corresponding
secretary
Judy Henry;
treasurer, Dorothy Mason;
editor,
Maxine
Clark;

IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF

Ideomml o. anrtoonce that Pam Coleman. 4
1P -elect of Hill (div,„n.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Refus Tabers of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Marianne Duvall, Senate; Joe
Harmon, Lobbyist:- David
Honchul, a sophomore, was a
candidate for 1980 Speaker of
the House, and Phil Resig,
sophomore, was a meniber of
the House. Mark Austin,
freshman, was appointed by
GOvernor Smith to serve as
page.
Accompanying the students
as advisors were Lloyd Hasty,
Hi-Y sponsor; Mary Ann
Russell, Tr -Alpha sponsor;
Richard Smith, father of the.
Governor; and Eli,Alexander
and Sue Lovett, parent advisors.
The fifteen bills which were
signed into KYA law by
Governor Smith included two
bills by- Tr -Alpha, one
requiring
high
school
educations of school board
members and one allowing a
course in American government as an alternative to the
civics course recently mandated by the state board of
education. The Hi-y. was
successful in passing its bill
which .would make gasohol a
conipetitivascommerciaLluel.
Other successful legislation
mets
de
sttae
,h a dig'ersity of
including rail safety,
utility charges, malpractice
suits, reteStirig vision for
driver licenses, the alcohol
syndrome, horticulture
greenhouses in coal .mines,
and living wills.
A poll of KYA delegates
revealed that 24 percent
supported Terry McBrayer
for Governor, the top contender at KYA: 62 percent
were Democrats; 55 percent
wanted capital pimishrrient;
and 44 percent felt the Lt.
Govefnor should have the
right to call a special session.
A highlight of the convention
was the Governor's Banquet
which featured the well-known
minister and lecturer, Odvar
Berg, who discussed "What's
Right with America." A brief
address by Governor Terry
Smith was followed by his
presentation of Kentucky
Colonelships to his grandparents; his mother, Mrs.
Richard Smith; and to five
local educators, John Hina,
Roy Weatherly, Lloyd Hasty,
Mark Etherton, and Mary Ann
Russell..
The three-day convention
ended with an • awards
ceremony at which the
Murray Hi-Y was named a
Triple A Club, the highest
sating possible and Governor
Smith received front the
YMCA Director, Michael
Haynes,a special merit award
for his performance daring
the 1978-79 year.

Mayfield, Kentucky

sedhe

id%
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Jon Toight • Faye Dunaday • i7:15,

Mike Pitts, Press; Duane
Dycus, 'Assembly Chaplain;
Reed Fliiinsworth, House
Chaplain; Gena Lovett, Chief
Senate _ Clerk; and Terry
Smith, Murray's first KYA
Govertio1Y7Juniors
were
Karen
Brandon, Mary Lindsey, Julie
Sams. Tambi Gray, House;
Matt Burke, Nancy Kiesow,

Ile are

cmly one laMplare
in Met othe6CITTILS

Any Senior Citizen desiring
to eat at the center but who
does not have a ride, may call
753-8938 between 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. It is necessary for persons to call a day in advance
for reservations for the luncheon, according to Wilma
Wilson, site manager.
Menus are as follows:
Monday-beef stew, green
peas, cottage cheese and

pineapple, hot roll, butter,
white cake with .chocolate
icing, and milk.
Tuesday--Swedish meatballs, rice, green beans,'(role
slaw, hot roll, butter, apple
and banana, and milk.
Wednesday-100 chicken,
scalloped potatoes, broccoli,
carrifruit salad, hot roll,
butter, purple plum cake, and
milk.
Thursday-hot brown, potato
rounds, cabbage, cornbread,
butter, brownie, and milk.
Friday-sliced turkey with
dressing, cramed potatoes,.
green beans, tossed salad with
1000 Island dressing, hot roll,
butter, sliced pineapple,
cookie, and milk.

0-1163"041-"1

SONG LEADEB—BM WINFINGER—PAIEST
INE,TEXAS

,Sunday: Class'10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services — Sunday Night thru Friday Night at
7:30

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
SMILES EAST OF MURRAY ON OW POTTERTOWN
ROAD,HWY.280
For Transportation Coll 753-3629'or 436 2337 or
7534,6I
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Design Atlanta '79 Market
Now Being Held, Art Center
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ATLANTA, GA. — More ''An Arabian Night," .which
than 2,000 residential and will be held in Atlanta's
contract designers and famous byzantine movie
specifiers are expected to palace, the Fox Theatre;
attend Design Atlanta '79, the "Preservation Preview," the
second annual working opening night's champagne
market for the professional reception and open house at
design trade, April 15-18, at ADAC; and "Country Comes
the Atlanta Decorative Arts to Town," a casual country,
cornpone
and
Center.
cabaret
The market's theme is collaboration.
The seminars will kick off
"Preservation," an important
influence in today's overall on Monday, April 16, with
design industry. Nearly 109 Restaurant Design Magazine
permanent showrooms and Editor Regina Baraban
temporary exhibits will moderating a session dealing
feature the latest offerings in with how to combine amfine furniture, fabrics, car- biance, attractiveness and
today's
in
peting and decorative ac- practicality
restored restaurants.
cessories.
ADAC is currently exAlso on the 16th, the
panding for the second time executive director for the
since it opened in 1960 to Georgia Trust for Historic
satisfy the need for a regional Preservation, Mihnette
and Bickel, will lead a session on
showroom
trade
distribution center. The the designer's role in
present expansion, 150,000 preservation. -Ms. Bickel will be joined an
square feet, will double the
space in the existing struc- the panel by Dwight C. Young,
southern regional director for
ture.
Designed and owned by the National Trust for Historic
California
Atlanta architect John Port- Preservation,
man, the new structure will Designer and Restoration
feature a multi-level atrium consultant Herbert L. V.
York
Nee
and a multitude of trees and Hughes,
greenery throughout the Restoration ConsTiltant and
central core, both Portman Lecturer, R. Michael Brown,
trademarks over the years. and Jim Cunnings, owner of
events,„-Atlanta's oldest. remaining
social
Gala
headlined by an elegant,-black-7.31tyscraper;;-"The - Flatiron
tie "Edwardian A'Fair," will Building.
Dan Carithers, director of
be coupled with informative
merfashion
design seminars featuring furniture
Rich's
for
guest lecturers of national chandising
stature throughout the four- Department Stores in Atlanta,
will moderate the Tuesday
day program.
The A'Fair, which will be cession on preservation of the
held at historic Baltimore design profession.
Guest panelists includv
Place, will be a street fair and
dance, complete with or-. Atlanta Interior Designer
chestra, gourmet delights, Edith Hills, Connecticut
and Furniture Designer Jens
ministrels, artists
wall
the Risom, Canadian
recreating
flowercarts,
mood and charm of turn-of- coverings Designer Ba
Conduit, Susan S. Szernisy,
the-century Atlanta.
The event is co-sponsored by editor of ReSidential Interiors
ADAC and the Georgia Trust Magazine, and Jack Denst,
president of his own Chicagofor Historic Preservation.
Other social events include based design firrn.

The Wednesday session will
be a panel discussion of the
opportunities and problems of
designing historic or older
spaces for new uses.
The first Design Atlanta;
held in the spring of 1976, was
hailed as a tremendous success by leaders in the industry
and the trade press as well. It
Was attended by some 1,500
professional designers.
The new addition to the
Center will make it the largest
facility of its kind east of the
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Prices Good bass., Weil., Mir.
April 17, Is, 19

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED
NO LIMIT

SHIRTS
LAUNDFRED AND
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
GOOD All wEE1.
ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

Central Shopping Center
Open 7 o.m. to 6 p.m
Phone 753-9081
6 Days A Week

EA.

•
MICHELLE HALE, fourth
grade student at North
Calloway Elementary School,
won first place in the Poster
Contest of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Hale.

HOSPITAL NEWS
03-25-79
Newborn Admissions
oy (Lisa
Williams, Bab
, Murray.
1263 College Co
DisMissals
Mrs. Betty M. King, Fox
Meadows A-26, Murray, Harry
W. Weatherley, 613 Broad
Extended, Murray, Mrs.
rnadine P. Francis, Bx.607,
Cadiz, Mrs. Gloria Hutcheng,
405 College Cts., Murray,
Patrick G. Gilkison, Rt. 3,
Versailles, Mrs. Dorothy
Atkins, Bx. 126, Hardin, Kathy
A. Calhoun, 1501 Oxford Dr.,
Murray, Thomas E. Shupe,
307 N. 6th, Murray, Aubrey
Wyatt, 504 N. 5th St., Murray',
Robert E. Cowan (expired),
117 N. Blakernore, Paris,
Tenn.

LEWIS GI141.,
Miranda Kaye is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Lewis of Henry, Tenn., for
their baby girl, weighing
seven pounds 12 ounces, born
•on Thursday, April 5, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Rita Williams. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Williams of Paris, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lewis
of Henry, Tenn.

BENTON PATIENT
Ilene Mills of Hardin was
dismissed March 31 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
,
Benton.
HOSPITAL:PATIENT
Willie Cooksey of New
Concord has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

What is Valley fever?
Lawrence E Lamb.M D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
65 years old and have been in
good health most of my life.
About 10 months ago on a
routine physical examination, the chest X ray showed
a spot on my lung. Thedoctor decided to operate to
determine if it was malignant or benign. Fortunately,
it turned out to be benign.
The pathological report of
the tissue showed a trace of
cocciodioidomycosis(Valley
fever i.
I didn't get much information from my physician and
he said not to worry abitfut it
too much, that I would not
have any more symptoms. r
asked if should move out of
where I live since I live in
the San Joaquin Valley of
California. He said he didn't
think that was necessary.
"t
About the only thing I
MISS WHEELCHAIR CONTESTANT: Carolyn Hamilton, a
could get out of him concernfreshman from Owensboro, has been selected to
ing the treatment of this
disease if it should recur was
represent Murray State University in the Miss Wheelchair
that it was not a pleasant
Kentucky competition at the Hyatt-Regency Hotel in
treatment. He said the only
Lexington June 8-10. A 1978 graduate of Owensboro High
thing to do right now .is to
School, she is an undeclared major at the university,
check on it periodically. I
worlcN 15 hours each week as a dispatcher in the campus
wonder if you can give me
any more information about
security office and is a little Sister of the Sigma Phi fratthis disease and what causes
nernity. She is tbe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
it? Also is there anything I
Hamilton, 293Aldersgate Drive, and the grand-daughter
can do to guard against this
disease? I haven't smoked in
of Mrs. Ade,lifle Mehlbauer, 1500 West 9th Street, all of
over 35 years.
O yvensboro.
DEAR READER — Coccidioidomycosis is also known
as San Joaquin Valley fever,
named after the valley in
which you live. That's because the illness is fairly
common in that area. It's a
fungus disease. You inhale
the fungal spores and they
Frances Drake
involve the lungs. About 60
per cent of the patients who
17,
APRIL
FOR TUESDAY,
trusted friends.
develop this disease don't
YOU BORN TODAY are a have anything more signifi1979
What kind of day will good money-maker and cant•than an upper respiratomorrow be? To find out what ambitious. In business, you'd tory infection at the very
the stars say, read the make a fine corporation head most. In the other 40 per cent
forecast given for your birth and would lean toward large they may develop a flu-like
Sign.
ventures. Though interested in illness or even pneumonia.
Cavities and nodules -do
and financial enbanking
ARIES
develop in about five per
atalso
you're
terprises,
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 I
Don't let thoughts about tracted to the arts. Writing cent of the people who have
initial infection. Less
faraway places keep you from and acting are two fields for the
one-half of one per cent
than
Your
talent.
minding the store. Unex- which you have
of the individuals with the
pected career developments interest in reform movements disease progress to anything
draws you to politics and civic that's more dangerous. Most
require full attention.
leadership. At times you do people infected with the disTAURUS
not always finish what you ease recover entirely: That's
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
careles-sness start, and your energy comes why your doctor islet very
Watch
financial in fits and starts. Birthdate of: enthusiastic about . doing
regarding
,for it.
factors Thornton Wilder, playwright; anything
Hidden
agreements.
Probably one of the mostnews
TV
Reasoner,
affect the course of distant Harry
frequent complications of
interests. Attend to duties commentator; and Nikita the disease is that someone
Khrushchev, Soviet leader. sees a nodule or spot on the:
regarding dependents.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 201
Watch carelessness -with
- financial assets or later you'll
have to negotiate a loan under
-less than favorable conditions.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Avoid too much to eat or
drink at a luncheon. A breakdown in communications with
a partner may mean it's time
for a serious talk.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22(J4(2
Don't let distractions interfere with work to be done or
you'll be burning the midnight
oil to retch up with,neglected
tasks._._
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Indecision as to whether to
go out for the evening or to
have people over is possible.
Later, you'll _find joy in attending to duty.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Difficulties on • the home
front may cause a change in
plans — yet you're able to
handle efficiently whatever
may crop up.

lung on a routine chest X ray
and they can't be certain
what it means. In this case
sometimes it is absolutely
necessary to take it out to
find out, as in your case,
whether it is benign or
malignant. •
Since you've already had
the infection, there is probably no reason for you to
move. I might add that the
disease is also very common
in other counties in southern
California, southern Arizona, New Mexico and
southwestern Texas. The
fungus that causes the illness is just under the surface of %he ground and, of
course, it's carried by the
air and inhaled into the
lungs. The only patients who
are treated medically for
this disease are those who

have complications or a relatively severe course. I'm
certain that4our doctor is
following the right course
and periodic check-ups at
this point is all that need be
done and it's probably all
that you'll ever require.
Readers who want information 'on how the lungs
work can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed • envelope for The
Health Letter number 2-4,
Keeping Your Lungs Fit.
Send your request to Dr.
Lamb in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.

8x10 Coloe
PORTRAITra

Birth
To
5Y.78
• One special p•r
family
• Extra persons
3.95 each
• Groups 1.00 pier
parson
• Satisfaction
.-Giairanteed
• Over 5 years
— 3.95
• portraits must be
picked up by
pa r•nt
• No Costumes or
Uniforms

Your Individual
Horoscope -

gr

€47

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Someone may renege on a
promise. This needn't lead to
harsh words. Accept human
frailty as part of human
nature. Be loyal.
SAGITTARIUS
• (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )1ritY1°.
Don't count your chickens
before they're hatched. The
financial picture may change
during the course of the day.
Be attentive.
CAPRICORN
4 Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You may have reservations
about a plan of a close ally.
Speak up or your silence will
be interpreted as tacit approval.
AQUARIUS
•
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You may be somewhat
sensitive today. Use spare
time to do something constructive.
Avoid
idle
speculation. Stick to the facts
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. Et4
Too much socializing now
may not work to your benefit.
Don't spread yourself thin.
Enjoy leisure Moments with

"World of Color"

4'Baby Contest!"

$50.00 Cash For Winner
Ditesi April 16th & 11th
Day's: Monday & Tuesday
Time: 11 a.m. Iii 5 p.m.
°teakettle(
Children's Shop
Sou, .

nue.1°

You Are Invited To Attend..

Spring Revival
Monday, April 16
thru
Friday, April 20
7:00 p.m.
LEINE NAY,Spoaker

University.
Church of Christ
106 N 15th

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs.,* Odell Jarrett 01
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah'.

Congress
The
U.S.
established the Treasury
Department in 109.

Here's the scoop.
The offer's good right now at any
participating Burger Queen restaurant displaying the
Great News in the Morning window banner.

•
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Opinion Page
Agree Or Not

-Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Pvt. Raymond E. Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Winfred Paschall, is now
taking MP training at Fort Gordon, Ga.
The new Say-Rite Discount Center is
now open in the Bel Air Shopping
Center.
Mary Caudill and Joe Hutson, seniors
at Murray University School, have been
selected to receive $200 scholarships
from the Murray Lions Club.
Mrs. Talmadge 1Hazel) Tutt of
Murray Route 2 was honored with a
retirement dinner by the South Central
Bell Telephone Company at Boswell's
Restaurant, Paducah, on April 8. She
retired after having been with the
company since Nov. 11, 1546.
Wilson Gantt, registrar and director
of admissions at Murray State
University, will attend the 55th annual
meeting of the Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Officers at
Dallas, Texas, April 21-25.
Jello gelatin is listed at three boxes
for 29 cents in the ad for Swann's
Grocery this week,

By S.C. anCuron

. Scandal In
State Government
FRANKFORT - How much scandal
and corruption in state government will
the citizens of Kentucky tolerate?
State Auditor George Atkins apparently has had his fill, for he has
called upon the Franklin County Grand
Jury to investigate an increase of
$22,339 in a contract for truck purchases weeks after the bid was
awarded.
Memories seem to be short in the
Finance Department'. Purchasing
Director Kenneth Medaris can't recall
who told him from the Finance Commissioner's office in a telephone call to
pay the additional money.
There were no written.records in the
file for the increase authorization.
Lester Motors of Central City was the
successful bidder for 257 chassis for
school buses.
_However, Howard Woodall, fleet
sales manager of Lester Motors said he
discovered a $100 per unit error in his
computation weeks after his firm was
awarded the low bid. He asked the state
to amend the contract to cover a loss
that Woodall estimated at $73.52 per
Unit
This similar procedure was used by
Lester Motors in a contract previous to
the truck deal in which the price was
increased by $20,727. That money has
heen refunded to the state since it was
discovered the manufacturer had made
provisions for -such a situation.
A great many people are wondering
how much if any other corruption in
state government has gone in the past.
The FBI spent several months in
probing purchases, leases, and truck
taxes, but this information has not been
revealed. U. S. District Attorney at
Lexington has requested the U. S.
Attorney General's office to authorize
the empaneling of a special Federal
Grand Jury to hear the information
gathered by the FBI.
As many as 40 FBI agents were
engaged in the investigation that
covered several months and was apparently completed in February. There
has been no action on Molloy's request.
Critics of the administration of
Governor Julian Carroll are claiming
foul, saying that the governor has usedhis influence with President Carter to
delay calling the special Federal Jury
until after the election.
A controversial lease contract on the
old Pepper Distillery atLexington was
cancelled after The Lexington Herald
revealed it. The owners would have
received enough rent in four years to
pay for the property.
A proposal that the state lease a
proposed building for the State Library
was cancelled before it was consummated. The rent would also have
paid for this building in a very short
time. Carroll's friends ik Frankfort_

Commonwealth Consumer

made the proposal to construct the
building on some land they owned that
has not.been developed.
The proposal came at a time when the
state already owned a much more
attractive site back of the Health
Department building on East Main. A
new four-lane road from the Capitol
area of U.S. 60 in East Frankfort cuts
through the state property and makes
the site readily accessible.
The federal investigation is apparently tied to the fact that federal
funds are involved in about every
department of state government.
In his request that the Franklin
County Grand Jury investigate the
school bus chassis deal, Atkins believes
one of the letters in the file to support
Lester Motor's request for the price
adjustment was forged.
For Motor Company in Louisville
supplied the auditor's office with a copy
of a letter regarding the deal, and it was
different from the one that Lester
Motors supplied, ostensibly as a copy of
the factory letter from Louisville. .
The next Franklin County _Grind
Jury will meet in May.
This jury may be ahead of the
federal grand jury in revealing some of
the facts, but many interested citizens
are critical of the U. S. Government's
delay in hearing the information
compiled by the FBI.
Many newspapers across the state
have editorially criticized the delay on
the part of the federal government: *

Bible Thought
I have planted Apollos watered;
but God gave the increase. I Corinthians 3;6.
Our responsibility is only to plant
and water the seed of God's Word
in people.5 hearts; Cod always
brings forth the fruit!
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the-editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number'Must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible.
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
- Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071.
_
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer

Conserving Can
Pay Off On Bills
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-Even the
smallest step toward conserving
energy can pay oft On your monthly gas
and electric bills.
Most Kentuckians are aware that
conservation measures requiring a
substantial initial investment, such as
adding storm windows or insulating the
attic, will pay cif in lower iitWty bills.
Some things don't cost any money to
implement, yet they will result in
savings over an extended period. Too
often people don't bother with them
because they don't think they'll amount
to much.
Many aren't famllar with the way
electricity and gas consumption is
measured, so they can't guage the
effect of a small-energy saving
measure on the monthly bill.
The first step is to learn to read the
meter.
Electric and gas meters operate
much the same way the mileage meter
or odometer on your car measures the
distance the car travels.
The meters register energy usage on
a cumulative basis. That means that to
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figure your monthly consumption, you
substract the previous month's reading
from the present month's reading.
Suppose your meter read 15,250 on
March 1 and 16,000 on April 1. That
means you have used 750 kilowatt hours
- about average - during the 31-day
period. You can make the same comparisons for a day, a week, or even a
year.
It's important to read the meter at
the same hour on successive days to
obtain a figure for energy consumption
in a 24-hour period.
It will help to keep a yellow legal pad
or improvised chart near the meter, if
it's inside, to record the date, the time
and the reading. Gas meters are often
in the basement, while electric meters
are usually on an outside wall of the
house.
Understanding what a meter reading
means is simple, once you get the hang
of it. You can ask the person who comes
to read the meter how to do it. Or call
the company and ask how. Most have a
pamphlet with diagrams showing how.
All meters are similar, containing
four or five round dials, but some are
read from left to right, and others from
right to left, depending on the company.
Each dial has 10 numbers and a
pointer like the hand of a clock. Always
read the lowest number to which the
pointer points. If it's betwen 6 and 7,
read 6: if between 0 and 1.read 0.
You might try measuring the amount
of electricty you use in a given week,
and then implement some conservation
measures in the second week to see
what difference they make.
For example, you could wosh your
-.elothes in - cold water, uie fewer elev..
trical appliances in the kitchen and
make a point of turning off unneeded
lights and record players or televisions
when you leave the room.
Over an extended period of time,
those and other email steps will save
you money on your utility bills.

News Service

20 1 ears Ag()

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its plirpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. 11
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Stree4, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
You will
receive a proirept reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: How long can I keep
my Medicare claim check before
cashing it? - R.B.
The length of time varies from state
to state depending on your Medicare
'carrier. If you should forget to cash
your check, your check number would
be canceled by your Medicare carrier
within six months to a year after the
check was issued. This does not mean
that you will never receive your
money! Jt does mean, however, that
you will have to turn in your check to
your Medicare carrier and have it reissued under a new number. It is
always best to cash or deposit your
check as soon as possible to decrease
the chances of loss or misplacement.
HEARTLINE: I have been drawing
my Social Security benefits for a few
years now. I usually receive my Social
Security check on the third of each
month, but some months I would not
receive my check until the fifth or sixth
because of a weekend or holiday. Does - •
Social Security have any plans to improve this in the future? - M.T.
Yes. Effective now, more timely
delivery of Social Security checks and
SSI checks is assured when the usual
delivery date for these checks falls on a
weekend or a legal holiday In Such
cases, checks will be mailed earlier even in the preceding month, if
necessary. Any overpayment that
occurs as a direct result of the earlier
delivery weuld be waived and would not
be subject to recovery..
HEARTLINE: I have been looking for a health insurance policy for

Letter To The Editor

Mistakes
Dear Editor
wonder -.I how many people whose
names appeared on the sheeiff's list of
unpaid property taxes was unjustly put
there and was taken unfair advantage
of when they went to straighten it out'
Supposably, property tax bills were
sent out so as .to receive a small
reduction in your bill if paid early. I
didn't get that chance becapse I never
received my tax bill in the ffrst place 1
had previously paid my taxes in with
my house payments but I requested it
be changed last year. I phoned the
sheriff's office near the first of the year
while filing my income taxes and asked
if I had any taxes in my name. The
answer was no.
:The way I found out that I actually
did have a tax bill was by reading it in
the newspaper on the sheriff's list of
unpaid property taxes. I had lost my
early reduction, but had gained a late
penalty plus the sheriff's. fee and advertising costs. When I went in to_elear
up the matter, I was told that two (21
bills were sent to my name and address, which were both listed incorrectly. However, my name appeared, spelled correctly, on the
sheriff's list in the newspaper a:nd the
property that I own is still at the same
address as when it was assessed for the
taxes on it'.
,
I was also told that it was
$6.00," but actually it was more Ilk.,
$20.00 in excess of what I would have
paid if I had gotten my bill in the mail
along with everyone else.
4
What can you do but pay, when the‘
say you owe it? I would pay my taxes In
time, If they were sent to me on time' I
say the penalties wereunfair. It wasn't
my mistake, but the sheriff's office
Taxi are high enough without hayfog
to pay for someone elses mistakes
added rfit.
Jimmie Dale McKinney
2115 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Bids will be received on May 7 on the
new sanctuary of the First Methodist
Church, to be located between the new
educational building and the old
church, facing Maple Street. Total
still draw full Social Security benefits'
estimated cost of the church will be
- C.D.
$220,000.
The amount of exempt earnings for
Deaths reported include Mrs. Zettie
persons age 65 and over for 1979 is
$4,500 and, for persons under age 65, it -Grogan, 85.
The Jury list for the May term of the
is $3,480. Since this is not your initial
Calloway County Circuit Court has been
year of retirement, you can earn this
released by Circuit Judge Earl
money at any time during the year.
even in one month. However, for perFrankie Jo Clark, Benito Maddox,
sons who retire in 1979, for the
Dianne Colson, Janice Phillips, Glenda
remainder of the year, you must
McNutt, Janie Sillier, Patricia Overby,
remain within monthly earnings limits
Betty Thomas, Anna Sue Rogers, Jan
of $375 per month if age 65 or over and
Waldrop, and Virginia Fielder, officers
$290 per month if under age 65. The
of the Murray Training School Chapter
monthly earnings limits must be obof the Future Homemakers of America,
served only during the initial year of
are pictured today with their advisor,
retirement.
Inez Haille.

myself. The main thing that I want
covered is hospital benefits if I should
need them. I am not that interested in
getting a policy for medical bills. Is it
possible to get a policy that covers only
hospital costs? - U.D.
Yes, many health insurance policies
including Most Media-re--supelemental do pay hospital emerges only.
The policy may pay all or a percentage
of your hospital charges directly to the
hospital, or the policy may pay so many
dollars per day plus the Medicare
deductibles to you while you are
hospitalized.
For people who have problems understanding: their health insurance,
Ileartline has developed a book to help
them. Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance covers the major questions
you may have concerning the purchase
of health insurance. This book covers
Medicare supplements, disability income policies and regular health insurance policies. There is also a policy
check list in this book which will help
you in asking questions of an insurance
agent who may call upon you. To order,
send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Health Insurance, P.O. Box 11934,
Chicago, Ill. 60611. This book is completely guaranteed.
HEARTLINE: I am 68 years old and I
draw Social SecuritY retirement
benefits. I am going to accept parttime job this summer which maycontinue throughout the year. How
much money will I be ableNceearn and
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The battleground reached the chambers of the fiscal court
with
its preponderant sympathetic farmer representation. City
council,
contrarywise, challenged the audacity of the fiscal court
to ban the
free-wheeling foraging. For two full years the contending
forces of
law and order continued until, the bright-eyed editor of
the Ledger
fell upon a plan that spelled doom for the moochin
g heifers and
effective capitulation for the city council.
Farmers were urged by the journalist to buy supplies.
from the
country stores in preference to the town merchants,
obliquely benefitting in the proposal by winning country friends and
winning rural
subscribers to the weekly newspaper. The resulting
boycott changed
the big hearts of the city council overnight, the majority
of whom
were town merchants perpetuating the Art of economi
c survival in
the body politics of the good old U. S. A, The year of 1907
brought
an end to the open range dairy -industry which had
flourished on
the streets of Murray since 1842. The new law did, make
the brick
sidewalks less hazardous by a skip, hop and a jump.
Brick sidewalks flanking Institute (Main) Street
and Price
Street (Poplar) were not only a navigational hazard
for ladies in
flowing white skirts at cowtime for rough brieks
guaranteed a
stumbling block for ,those sharp-pointed iatettbn shoes
worn by dad,
•
If
even a bruised bare toe for Sunny Jim. Weather
again must be held
responsible for the irregularities of disjointed bricks
protruding
rootwise erstwhile up and down the avenues. -Suit green
moss -interlaced with plantain and dandelions festooned the mortar
of Mother
Earth, providing some comfort to stone-bruised heels
of lads.
Even brick mortared sidewalks reflected a social.
east where
the fanciest were bordered in a concrete trim. Every
nook and
cranny of Judge TomCook's house (the original
Murray Surgical
Hospital) had the finest brick walkways. Not to
be,outdone in the
down-to-earth gingerbread walkways, Mr. Ed
Diuguid Sr.
his sidewalks with pressed brick, plus the Tom Cool trim,
at the
palatial Diuguid home which has weathered the treadmil
l of hoofbeats for 75 years, as enduring as the cat with nine lives.
A board
sidewalk once surrounded the tintire high school grounds
, but lacked
the survival of a sick kitten.
Now on the eve of a new generation, let not
'that struchiral
ornamentation, the front porch, succumb to .the secrets
of a lost
generation but proclaim it from the rooftops. The
front porch was
a vital link of communications for it was from this vantage
point that
mother garnered the, information of the comings
and goings past
her front doer, who in turn cultivated the information
over garden
.
&bees to -the beeai
r,
rieighbO
r, who like-Wise found comfort in the
cycle of'repetition until it scant had'eriginality before
being nen to
the ground. True, the front porch was an escape from the
enervating
heat of tho interio?'of the ?louse in addition
to being a tuning fork
for the gossip round.
To Be Continued

30- 1ears Ago
Murray High School - will receive a
complete evaluation this week for the
first time. School authorities
representing the Southern Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools will
spend four days in Murray visiting and
inspecting the institution.
The Calloway County Grand Jury in
its report to the Calloway Circuit Court
has condemned the operation of punch
boards in businesses in Calloway
County.
Senator George E. Overbey explained the recent tax legislation in the
Kentucky General Assembly and other
issues at the Murray Rotary Club. He
was introduced by H. Glenn Doran.
The West Kentucky Automobile
Auction, located at North 12th and
Chestnut Streets, Murray, will open
April 18, according to Max Nance,
owner, and Col. Pete Yokely, auctioneer.
Frances Horton, Billy Hale, Eugene
Barnett, James Bum-keen, Julia Fuqua,
Barbara Ashcraff, and Barbara Harris
attended the Methodist Youth Conference held at Jackson, Tenn.

Today
In History
Today is Monday, April 16, the 106th
day of 1979. There are 259 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight,in history:
On this date in 1917, the communist
_leader, Nikolai Lenin, returned to
Russia after years of exile to take over
leadership of The Russian revolutionary
movement.
On this date:
In 1521, Martin Luther arrived -at
Worms, Germany, after being summoned to appear before . the Diet to
justify his criticism of the Roman
Catholic Church.
In 1789, George Washington left_
Mount Vernon, Va., for his
inauguration in New York as the firm
'resident of the United States.
- In 1906, the Pacific cable was completed between the United States and
China.
In 1945, U.S. troops entered
Nuerenberg, Germany in World War H.
_ In 1947, more than 500 people died in
'fires and explosions at Texas City,
Texas, as a French freighter loaded
with nitrate blew up.
In 1970, 72 people were killed by an avalanche that crashed down on a
children's sanitarium in the French
Alps.
Ten years ago: Pope Paul VI announced he would go to Geneva in June
to address the 50th anniversary
meeting of the International Labor
Organization.
Five years ago: U.S. Army Secretary
Howard Callaway cut in half the 20year sentence imposed on IA. William
Caney for the killing of South Vietnamese civilians at My Lai.
One year ago: Israel reaffirmed that
UN Resolution 242, calling for eventual
withdrawal from occupied Arab
territories, remained the basis for
Middle East ettotiations.
Today's birthdays: Composer and
conductor Henry Mancini is 55.
Entertainer Robert Vinton is 44.
Entertainer Edith Adams is 50.
Thought for today: It is true the?'
liberty is precious -- so precious that it
has to be rationed. Attributed to Lenin,
1870-1924.
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TREE FARMERS — Doug Harrell, center, holds the plaque awarded to his family as
'Tree Farmers' by the American Forest Institute and the Kentucky Forest Industries
Association. With Harrell are his sons, Doug,left and Barry, right.

Harrell Certified As 'Tree
Farmer' By National Agency
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By John Perry,Service
Forester
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Kentucky Division
of Forestry
Dan Harrell and his'family
have been certified 'Free
Farmers" by the American
Forest Institute and the
Kentucky Forest Industries
Assn. Harrell was awarded
this distinction on the basis of
the good forest management
work he performed on his
farm woodlands. Harrell Ls a
teacher at the Calloway
County Vocational School.
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In order to improve the
growth and quality of his
woodlands, Harrell and his
sons, Doug and Barry, performed a timber stand improvement (T.S.I.) operation
on 28facres of their woodland.
In this case, the T.S.I. involved thinning his woodland
to allow the better trees more
growing room and killing the
"cull" trees in order to allow
young, healthy trees to take
their place.
The Harrell's planted two
acres of pine seedlings to put
idle fields into trees. These
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Munson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County

Local
474-2295
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Ky.
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Effective 3-30-79
Ws Will Bo Closed
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Until Aug. 15th
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Home Gardens
From The Desk Of
Jean W. Cloar
County Extension Agent
For Home Economics
Would yoU like to raise a
vegetable garden, but feel
handicapped by lack of space?
Get rid of the idea that it takes
an acre of land to grow
vegetables.' Just about every
yard, patio, or balcony is a
potential garden. The key is
planning a garden to fit the
space available.
Weeds and insects can be a
real problem with gardening.
Alertness to and proper

identification of insect and
weed problems are essential
to achieving control. These
control measures come in
many different forms.
Questions on availability of
and which herbicides and
insecticides will be discussed
Friday, April 20 at 10:00 a.m.
in the County Extension
Office. Ted Howard, County
Ag Agent will present a
program on weed and insect
control fertilization and
preparation of seed bed for
home gardens.

Alwaw glad
to see you...
Always ready
to help...
The way we see it...you're not just our
customers.. you're our friends. We know how important your farm is to you.. and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs. loans, management, or just a bit of
„sound advice. LA's talk.

Bank of Murray
FOIO

Farmers who planted wheat
for 1979 harvest -now have
another option to consider:
they may graze or cut hay on
their *heat atreage. Wheat
grazed or cut for hay under
the special acreage grazing
and hay program will qualify
for the same deficiency
payment rate as wheat harvested for grain.'
What
program
participants will be allowed to
graze cattle or cut hay on
wheat acreage equal to the
higher of(1) 50 acres or (2) 40
percent of their total intended
plantings of wheat, feed
grains (corn, sorghum and
barley) and upland cotton.
This action is being taken to
encourage the production of
more beef later on this year.
Calves now on wheat pasture
ordinarily would tiave to come
off and be sold about March 15
to permit the wheat to mature
for harvest, while the action
we are taking today would
permit them to remain an
additional 60 days or so. ThLs
should result in slightly higher
rates of gain and therefore
more beef later on this year. It
should also encourage the

movement of a few more
calves onto wheat pasture and
more beef from those calves.
as well.
While the impacts of this
action will be slight, it should
none-the-less slow the expected increase in beef prices.
Producers participating in
the special wheat acreage
grazing and hay program
must also comply with normal
(NCA
crop
acreage
requirements and with setaside requirements for wheat
harvested for grain feed groin
crops planted on their farms). There will be no advance
minimum
payment
or
payment guarantee this year
as was provided to 1978 special
wheat acreage grazing and
hay* program participates
The deficilncy payment rate
for 1978-crop wheat was 52
cents per bushel.
The, 1979 wheat deficiency
payment rate will be determined in December and will
be the difference between the
established target price (63•40
per bushel) and the higher Of
either the national average
market price during the !lilt

SPEECH DEMONSTRATION — Purchase Area 4-Hers recently received training in
giving speeches and demonstrations. Ron Hickey, right, 4-H specialist from the University of Kentucky, presented the program. Attending from Calloway County were Jane
Cooper, Mark Cooper,Staci Tidwell, Gina Herndon, Lisa Howard and Leigh Ann Steely.
Leaders attending included Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Scott, Francie Brown, Marilyn Herndon,
Joyce Tidwell and Murrell Madrey.

Meat Specialist Reviews current
Argument Of Safety Of Nitrites
"There is no substitute that
can give the anti-botulism
effect of nitrite."
That statement by James
Kemp, a University of Kentucky meat specialist, underlines the seriousness with
which the current controversy
over the safety of nitrites is
being taken by officials Close
to the meat industry.
The U. S. Department of
Agriculture and the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare have proposed that
nitrites be phased out as meat
preservatives, beginning in
May of 1980. Sodium nitrite is
used in curing most pork to
prevent the formation of
botulism toxins and to add
color and flavor.
In a recent interview, Kemp
said he "is not convinced that
there is a substantial health hazard" from oontinued use of
their preservative. A study
done last year by scientists at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology found that some
rats which were fed massive
doses of nitrites developed
tumors.
"At the level those rates
were fed," Kemp noted,
"nobody eats that much
bacon."
He said that a much greater
danger to consumers, that of
botulism poisoning, might
result from the withdrawal of
nitrites from meat processing.
"Until we find something
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. —
Among major farm crops,
tobacco has the highest dollar
yield per acre. In most cases
tobacco is planted on a plot of
land so small that no other
crop on the same plot could
support a farm family.

Or Graze Wheat For 1979
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Council, Mrs. Brookshire
serves as
Hardinsburg
Homemaker's cultural arts
chairman; creative crafts
leader; Breckinridge County
Homemaker's Association
county treasurer; public information chairman of the
Lincoln
Area
Trail
Homemaker's; Kentucky
Extension
Homemaker's
Public information chairman
and editor of the Kentucky
Extension
Homemaker's
newsletter.
Most
recently,
Mrs.
Brookshire participated in the
1979 Farm and Home Week at
the UK College of Agriculture,
serving as chairwoman of the
homemaker's communication
workshop.

Farmers Have Option To Cut
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operations will result In a .
profitable future --crop or
quality timber products from
the Harrell Woodlands. In
addition, the tree farm
provides wildlife habitat and
water quality protection.
The American Tree Farm
System as sponsored by the
Forest Industries recognizes
landowners, like the Harrell's,
who manage their woodlands
on the basis of sound forestry
and conservation principals.
Harrell was advised in his
forestry efforts by the Kentucky Division of Forestry.
The work of Kentucky tree
farmers helps insure a future
supply of Quality wood
products while also protecting
soil, water, and wildlife
resources. There are over 500
tree farmers in Kentucky and
collectively they manage over
230,000 acres of woodland.
If you own woodlands and
are interested in becoming a
tree farwe.r., contact the
of
Division
Kentucky
Forestry, P.O. Box 349, 304
West Walnut, Mayfield,
Kentucky 42066 - Telephone
502-247-3913.

Margie Brookshire of
Breckinridge County has been
awarded the 1979 Thomas Poe
Cooper Farm Leadership
Award for her 30 years of
contributions to Cooperative
Extension Service work in
Kentucky.
Mrs. Brookshire, who has
been involved in service-that
supports Extension work since
her youth, receives a cash
award and certificate pf
recognition as the award
winner.
The award, given since 1965,
was established by the will of
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture Dean
Thomas Poe Cooper to
recognize outstanding leaders
in Kentucky Extension work.
It is one of the highest awards
Presented at the annual
awards banquet of the UK
College of Agriculture.
Mrs. Brookshire's record of
gerYice is,a long one.
Currently, she is serving in
leadership capacities for the
Extension Council, 4-H
Council and Homemaker's
Council.
In Extension, she is
president of the Lincoln Trail
Area Extension Council, vice- •
president of the Kentucky
Extension Leaders Advisory
Council, delegate to the State
Extension Council
,representing the Lincoln Trail
Area and a member of the
Breckinridge County EXtension Council representing
the 4-H Council.
In 4-H, Mrs. Brookshire is a
member of the Breckinridge
County 4-H Leaders Council
and chairman of the county 4H Council Style Revue. She is
county delegate to the Lincoln
Trail Area 4-H Leaders
Council, Lincoln Trail Area
alternate to the State 4-H
Council; chairman of the Area
Constitution and By-Laws
Committee; area member of
the finance committee and
community pride chairman
and county treasurer.
For the Homemaker's

five months (June through
October) of the marketing
Year, or the ('Itational loan
rates ($2.35).
Producers wishing to use
this option may indicate their
intentions at their local
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (AS(S)
county office during the 1979
Wheat and feed grain program
sign-up period currently
underway. The sign-up period
ends April 30.

equal to or better than nitrites,
I don't think we better quit
using it," Kemp added.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland and HEW head
Joseph Califano have asked
Congress to enact legislation
providing for the nitrite phaseout, which they say could be
completed by 1982. But meat
industry spokesman and pork
officials have been reluctant
to endorse the BerglandCalifano proposal, insisting
that the evidence against
nitrites is flimsy, and no ban
of the preservatives is needed.
Complicating the picture is
the existence of federal laws
which say that no product
found to cause cancer can be
used as a food additive. One
such law, the Delaney clause
in the U. S. food and drug
statutes, could force the
agriculture department to
invoke an immediate ban on
nitrites if the MIT study's
findings are upheld.
say
observers
Some
Congress should enact an
unconditional moratorium on
government action to. outlaw
nitrites, similar to the
Congressional response in a
similar controversy involving
saccharin. That action would
not mandate eventual withdrawal of the product, which
Bergland and Califano ha
recommended.

For now, the pork industry talk publicly about the status
faces the prospect of several of current efforts to probe the
more months or years of question of whether nitrites, in
uncertainty about the future of the tiny quantities used during
nitrites as preservatives. An meat processing, are in fact
American Farm Bureau safe for consumers. But they
spokesinan Said the best hope note that processed means
now seems to lie in further account for only 2 per cent of
research, which. the meat the nitrites consumed by the
industry hopes will disprove average person. Most of the
rest comes from fresh
the MIT allegations.
meantime, vegetables, where nitrites
In
the
spokesman are reluctant to occur naturally.

Aviation Serving Agriculture

Farmer's Air
Service, Inc.
Spraying-Seeding-Fertilizing
Office Phone
Murray-Calloway County
Airport4894216
If No Answer Please
Leave Name Number At
489-2414

Look At The Record
MILES FARM VARIETY TEST
Planted May 6,1978 - Harvested September 20,1978
Variety

PPA

No. 1—Stewart6573
No.2—Stewart 77
No.3—TXS 114
No.4—TXS 108A

23,000
21,500
21,500
18,500

ols

Yield

24.0
23.8
22.7
19.4

165.00
157.32
153.10
151.77

lollowed by 25 other varieties

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY, ANNUAL SUMMARY,1977
Princeton,Hartford,Franklin, Mayfield and Elizabethtown

Variety
No.1—Stewart SX77
No. 2—Pioneer Brand 3369A

Yield
bulac

Mois.

Stand

161.4
152.4

18.1
17.3

90.2
87.2

Lodged
28.1 -n
32.0

followed by more than 100 ot/{eit

This Year Plant Some Stewart SX-77
STEWART
The best combination
of yield and stalk
•
quality you
can buy.

STIFF

STALK

B
R

121.
See Your
Stewart Dealer Now

If You Own
a Farm...
We've Got the Shield
for You

Hardin Grain Elevator
Ha Win,Ky.

(502)437-4102

eximak.
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Murray Sweeps Eastern Saturday

'reds Fall To Morehead
Nothing went wrong forthe
Murray State baseball team
Saturday against Eastern
Kentucky. Then on Sunday at
Morehead, nothing much went
right.
The 'Breds, after dumping
the Colonels twice, watched
Don Allen blasted a two-run
homer in the bottom of the
eighth to give Morehead a 6-5
victory and complete at Eagle
sweep.
Murray, now 17-6 and 4-3 in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
hosts Austin Peay Wednesday
in another OVC twinbip.
Morehead upped its overall
mark to 12-14 and raised its
league-leading mark to 7-1.

Mdrray State's Allison Manley clears 5-7 in the high jump during Saturday's invitational track meet at Roy Stewart
/Stadium. Manley finished second in the event to help the Racers win the meet for the first time since 1976.
Staff photo by Tony!Oxon

A Fuzzy Ending
Masters Champion Should Make Spirits Happy
,
,/
By WILL GRIMSLEY- ,/
that they
tour's $13 milli
AP Special Correspondent
have lost sight of the the rich
AUGUSTA, Ga. - Fuzzy tradition a ndSoul of the sport.
Zoeller knocked in 4" eight- ' Lately they have been like a
foot birdie putt tif win the bunch of office clerks,
nerve-stabbing/ overtime repoft
.in g nine to five - so
Masters, and ,Somewhere in sty ed that they looked like
golf's .Valh#fla one could little more than an array of
imagine oid Walter Hagen /automatons on the fairways.
lifting--Cglass. of Scotch_ an4< _ Even Arnie Palmer, whose
proposing a toast.
/ earthy friendlivess and
Down in.. Houston, Jimmy personality helped project the
bernaret must have leaped
elear out of his pastel-colored
jeans. In Augustzt's locker
"room, Lee Trevino had to let
out a war whoop,and down the
-hall in thy Trophy Room
• gre'en-jycketed Arnold
" Prior to the Murray State
Palmer/must have tried to
Invitational Saturday at Roy
,suppress a bemused smile.
Stewart Stadium, Racer
- Frank Urban _"Fuzzy"
Coach Margaret Simmons
Zoeller, the happy Hoosier.
listed Memphis State and
had made big-time golf fun
Illinois State as,the favorites.
again.
And she figured her squad to
-Until Fuzzy,
is
- _h
who gets ,place
fifth.
nickname from his initials,
So what was the key to the
collared front-mining Ed
Racers' winning the meet for
Sneed and former champion
the-first time since 1976? We
Tom Watson with a final round
had a lot of people do much
70 and then rammed home the
better than we thought they
clinching putt on the second
would," said Simmons.
extra hole, it appeared the
Murray compiled 137 points
tour was destined to evolve
to easily outdistance runnerinto a dour and colorless
up Memphis State 117) and
enterprise.
Illinois' State (101). The title
- New converts to the gamewas the Racers' fourth in the
• the so-called young lions the meet's 10-year history.generally have become so
The Racers' only first came
serious in their pursuit of the

gaMe into financial orbit, whO kidded kings and laughed
expressed regret that young his way through a brilliant
players are not "more professional
career:
outgoing."
beknickered Gene Sarazen,
Officials of the tour have • who putted almost on the run.
grown concerned over sharp
After sinking the winning
drop in TV ratings and general putt, he tossed his putter about
fan apathy.
50 feet in the air. He was asked
A blithe spirit such as Fuzzy if he retrieved it.
Zoeller might turn the tide.
"I left that,to my caddie,"
He is cut from the same bra he said. had more imof cloth as the great Hagen, portant things to dci."

Women Win invitational

Sammy
753-0487

4.\Residential

&N
Commercial

PaintingK\-Fr'e
COntracto\is

in the long jump, where freshman Allison Manley's won
with, a leap of 19-6. Simmons
said Manley, who usually
competes in .the penthalon,
was used in the open events to
compile more points.
-She did just that, scoring 22
with the first in the long jump,
a second in the high jump and
another third.
Karen Wilson grabbed two
seconds for Murray in the 100meter hurdles and the 100meter dash.
Glenda Cala bro finished
second in,lhe 10,000-meter run

Final Team Standings
MarraY state,
137. Memphis State, 117 Illinois State,
101, Eastern Kentucky 96, Western
Kentucky, 73; Morehead 46, Southeast
Missouri. 25, Middle Ten ne s,
c-e, 10.
tin
Pray. 9. Lotasville.-1Murray Mate Fans/sera
10,000 Meters - Glenda Calabr.. 2nd,
39 26 4 Sharon Macy, 3rd
440 Relay - Murray, 2nd. 48.1
100-Meter Hurdles - Karen Wilsor
:42 Betty Fox, 3rd, 143
1011 Meters - Wilson, 2nd, 12.3.
Ira
Williams. 3rd, 12.5.
Meters - Chetil Glore, 3rd,
*60 Relay - Murray. 3rd, / 49
High Jump - Allison Manley, 2r,d
Cuid Farrand. 3rd, 5-6
Loot Jump - Manley 1st, 19-6
Outstanding Performers - Track 14 arothrHooker. Memphis St . Field Jan 11a Illinois State

Murray Netters
Drop 2 Matches
MEMPHIS, Tenn. Murray State thumped
Memphia State 8-1 Friday, but
Southern
Illinois
and
Mississippi each defeated the
Racers on Saturday M a
quardrangular women's
tennis match.
The Racers won all six
singles matches against
Memphis State and two of the
three doubles events.
Against SW, despite victories in the first four singles
spots, Murray dropped the
remaining matches for only
its second loss in 12 outings.
A strong Mississippi squad
dropped just -onek singles and
one doubles match. The
Racers' Anne Ress whipped
Kasey Hughes 6-3, 6-0 at No. 4,

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8, trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8,
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

Open Nites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.
MURRAY, KY.

in 39- 36.4.

then teamed with Becky Jones
to stop T.C7-Dean and Rebecca
Kent at No. 2 doubles.
_ Murray, 10-3, hosts Tennessee Tech to a 3 p.m. match
Tuesday .at the MSU tennis
complex.
Frldey
Murray 8, Mempbb Si
Karen Wendt Kathy Vlehe 6-4. 5-4 hlt..
Ritt d- Melanie Thomas 6-1, 6.I
Martin d Pat Keys 64, 6-41 Anne
Hess d
Carolyn Smith 6-I. 6-2. Yvonna
Utlet,
Linda Hume 6-2,6-2, Becky Jones d
Manning 0-1, 6-3
Vie-Thomas d Weis-Hitt 7.6, 64
Jones d Keys-Smith 6-1,6-1,
Marti orl:t
d Hume-Manning 7-6. 6.1
Sata;lny
Southern,ill. 5; Morrayi
Weis d Sue L'atirkay 6-1. 4-4. Filo
Maori. Kohler 6-3, 6-2, Jeruty Jones
SIt
d taditti.
Martin 0-3.03, Carol Foes ,SIU d
Utley
4-6. 6-2. 6-2; Fran Watson ,SIU d
Jon.,4.
2, 74.
Weis-Riti-r-Torte
—C-ccirtin 6-1 61
Watson-Kohler (SIM d Rena-Jones
4.
6,7.5; Foss-CiapkayoSIU, d Marten
I
7-2,7-5
Mississippi 7.Murrey 2
Renee Pereira (Mu, d Wets 6-1)
Cathryn Yelverton t Miss
hilt 6-1
Susan McMurray 1)41131d. Martin 6-, .
Rein d. Haney Hughes 6-3, 6-0, Het..
Kent f Miss, d Utley 63, 6-0. T
1..
41tfins d Jones 6-2, 6-2
PereinsYelverton (Miss, d
4, 9.3i Reso-Jones d Dean-Kent 4.1 •
McMurray-Susan finhort..
,4'
6-3, 6-4

Tennis Tourney Set
Tennis- players have until
April 25 to sign up for tho
Murray Tennis Association',,
April 28-29 tidied scranito,
doubles tournament.
Those interested should sign
up at Dennison-Ht1nt Sfiortini,
Goods.

'
_

Morehead 8, Murray 5
Morehead jumped to a 5-0
second inning lead off loser
Andy Rice, now 3-2. But the
'Breds scored four runs of
their own in the third to trim
the margin to one.
But the Eagles made it 8-4
with three runs over the fourth
and fifth innings. Tony
Threatt drilled a solo home
run for. Murray in the sixth for
the final margin.
Morehead's Jamie Bennett
rocked Rice for two home
runs, and teammate Dan
Kiser connected for another
round-tripper in the fifth.
Reliever Dave Bradford

blanked Morehead on no hits
over the final two innings.
Morehead 6, Murray 5
Murray grabbed a 5-4 lead
in the extra inning after the
two,teams battled to a 4-4 tie
theOugh the first seven
frames. The go-ahead tally
came on Tony Threatt's
sacrfice fly that scored Mike
Calicchio.
But, after John Combs drew
a no-out walk from Murray's
Mike Grieshaber in the bottom
half of the inning, Allen
followed with the gamewinning blast.
The 'Breds had taken a 4-3
lead in the seventh, but
Morehead rallied behind Jody
Hamilton's sacrfice fly that
sent the -contest into extra
timings.
Doran Perdue provided the
'Breds with a 1-0 first-inning
lead when he doubled and
scored on Greg Tooley's
single.
After Morehead scored
three times in the fourth,
Murray was forced to score
three times in their half of the
seventh to take a short-lived
lead.
Tim Hopkins doubled to
drive in Bill Wagoner, who
had singled. Perdue then
followed with his second
.double, scoring Darrell

Spurs Shoot Down
76-"ers; Washington
Roars Past Hawks
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
After six months of arenas
and airports, there's nothing
:ike -a-- week of rest and
relaxation to get a basketball
team back on the beam.
The Philadelphia 76ers and
Atlanta Hawks found that out
the hard way Sunday when
they went up against two
wellrested division champions
as the second round of the
National
- Basketball
Association playoffs got under
way.
The 76ers ran into a buzzsaw
at San Antonio, where the runand-gun Spurs-took advantage
of the weary 76ers by racing to,
an 18-point halftime lead and
coasting to a 119-106 victory in
the opener of their best-of-7
The
series.
managed to stay
The
with the defending champion
Washington Bullets for 3'2
periods before running out of
gas. The Bullets outscored
Atlanta 18-4 down the stretch
to pull away to a 103-89
triumph-

San Antonio and Washington
earned byes through the first
round of the playoffs by
winning the Central and
Atlantic Divisions, respectively. That gave, them a
chance to rest last week while
the.,76ers were beating the
New Jersey Nets and the
Hawks were upsetting the
Houston Rockets in best-of-3
miniseries.
Also on Sunday, the Los
Angeles Lakers
. and Phoenix
Suns advanced to the second
round of the playoffs by
winning the third games of
their . respective Western
Conference miniseries.
The Lakers beat the Denver
Nuggets for the-first time ever
in .Denver 112-111 on Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar's hook shot with
12 seConds- left and the Suns
outscored Portland 3S-15 in the
fourth quarter to beat the
Blazers 109-99.
In Tuesday night's secondround openers, Los Angeles
will play at Seattle and
Kansas .City at Denver. The
See Spurs, Page 7

Niswonger, who had reaced on
a fielders choice,and Hopkins.
Mike Mattox went the
distance for the Eagles,
striking out two and walking
one.

home run, his first, as did Bill
Wagoner and Steve Sencibaugh. The round-tripper by
Sencibaugh was his fourth of
the season.
The 21 runs was a seasonhigh total for Murray.

Saturday's Games
Murray 11, Eastern Ky.9
Murray 21, Eastern Ky. 1
The 'Breds jumped to a 6-2
Lefthander Doyle Miller
struck out 10 in racing to' his lead after four innings, but
they needed a two-out, two-run
third victory Without a loss.
Meanwhile, the 'Breds homer by Robin Courtney in
rocked four Eastern hurlers the seventh, breaking a 9-9 tie,
for 15 hits, including a grand- to complete the sweep of the
SIBMIn
homer and bases- Colonels.
loaded triple by centerfielder . Steve Sencibaugh had
walked moments earlier
Tony Threatt.
Threatt's triple came in the before Courtney's heroics.
Eastern outhit Murray 13-4,
four-run second inning, andhe
followed with the homer in the but the 'Breds made the most
of 14 walks by Colonel pitseventh.
Perdue also slammed a chers. see Boxscores, page 7

MSU Relay Team
2nd In Dogwood
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - The 8:53.8, while Chimes was third4 x 1500-meter relay team in the 1500 meters in 3.45.0.
finished second in 15:06.71 — His time was the secondwith the second-fastest time fastest ever for a Racer
ever in the event, says Coach Rafferty was seventh in
Bill Cornell - to highlight the 3:49.1..
Murray State men's track
Jerry Odlin qualified for the
team's participation in the national championships by
Dogwood
Relays
last running the 10,000 meters in
weekend.
29:02.9, good for fourth place.
Though the distance medic.)
Richard Charleston ran the
first leg of the event in 3:49.8, relay team failed to qualify for
followed by David Rafferty, the finals, it ran a 9:55.8 ti,
3:45.9; Pat Chimes, 347.7; and finish second in its heat. -'
Western Kentucky's Dave
David Warren,3:43.4.
Charleston placed seventh Murphy was named the most
in the steeplechase with a valuable . trackman in- the.
school-record clocking of prestigious event.

CHANGE OF
OWNERSHIP
Landolt Tree Service
Is now solely owned by John
Boyer, a partner of 8 mo. The
service will Still provide all
-facets of tree clearing.
.George Landolt will no longer
be 'associated with the local
firm. The business will now go
by the name of:

Borer Tree Service
753-8536

Gsptigeciai
A Single Hamburger

HaltsPrice
Ficw
Ki
ds
12and under
Now at Wendy's, kids 12 & under can enjoy
our delicious Single Hamburger (it's a
quarter-pourld of fresh beef) for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when dining with an
adult. So treat the kids, and stretch your
eatin' out budget . . . NOW!
Dining room service only -- not available
at our drive-through window or on takeout orders.

1111 Chestnut Street
Murray

OLD F.A..SI*IOU ED

HAMBURGERS.
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Terrific Twosome
Racers Sign Central's Davis, Strouse
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John Strouse

Walt Davis and Jeff
Strouse, two prospects
from this year's successful
Evansville (Id.) Central
High School squad, have
signed national letters-ofintent to play basketball at
Mutray State.
The pair, two of four
double-figure scorers in the
lineup for Coach John
Wessell, helped Central to
a 20-2 regord and the
Holiday
Tournament
championship, the city
championship and the
Southern Indiana -Athletic
Conference title.
A 6-5
forwand, Davis
averaged 18 points and nine
rebounds, connected on 58
percent of his field-goal
tries and hit 72.8 percent of
his free throws.
He was a member of the
United
Press
International's all-state first
team as a senior and was
twice named all-city and
all-conference.
"Walt is probably one of
the finest leapers I've
seen," said Wessell. "He
also has a good outside shot
and is a very qUick
player:".
A two-year letterman,
the 6-1 /
1
2Strotise averaged
15.0 points while hitting on
51 percent of his field-goal
attempts. He also shared
the team lead in assists.
Strouse earned all-city
and all-conference honors
this season and was
honorable mention allstate.
He has good -balance
and plays strong," Wessell
said of Strouse. "He
penetrates well toward the

basket and is a great
shooter on the move."
Murray State basketball
Coach Ron Greene called
Davis and Strouse a "great
addition to our program."
"Both qualify as excellent competitors and are
products of a wellbalanced, successful high
school team," said Greene.
"We were impressed with
their leadership abilities

both on and off the court.V
The Racer coaches have
now signed five players
during
the
current
recruiting campaign.
Others include Mont Sleets,
a
5-11
guard from
Eminence, Ky.; Glen
Greene, a 6-6 guard from
Henderson; and Michael
Bates, a 6-10 center from
Eastern Oklahoma Junior
College and Memphis
Treadwell High School.

lhn
all
!er
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63-45 at halftime and then
outscored the Sixers 10-2 at the
start of the period to stretch
the lead to 26 points.
Philadelphia could come no
closer than 11 points after

4A111111111111
t Davis
5
1111111

haven't forgotten what happened last year," said Gervin.
We were kind of cocky last
year. This year we've got our
confidence', but we're not
cocky." ,

that
Despite the easy win, theSpurs are being careful not to
become over-confident.
"It's only one game," Moe
warned."We remember what
happened to us last year."
The Spurs easily won the
Central Division last year, got
a bye into the Eastern Conference semifinals and blew
out Washington in the first
game. But they lost at home in
the second game and eventually were ousted by the
Bullets.
-"We had a tremendous
effort this afternoon but we

Air Conditioner
Clean-Up
Offer Good Only On

'Customer brings in air conditioner
'Will be cleaned throughly.(inside $
and outside with high pressure
4.sprayer).
•
'Oil Motor
Put oil in new filter

Washington- Coach Dick
Motta said his club played
"almost picture-perfect
defense" in the final period to
pull away from Atlanta.

00

Baseball Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pct GB
Milwaukee,
6
2
750
Boston
4
2
667
1
New York
5
4
556
11
/
2
Toronto
4
4
500
2
Detroit
2
4
333
3
Baltimore
3
6
233
3'/
1
2
Cleveland
1
6
143
41
/
2
WEST
Texas
6
I
.857 —
Minnesota
7
2
.771
- 7411).
Kansas City
-5
3
155
Ili
Seattle
$
455
3
Chicago
2
I
250
41
/
2
Oakland
1
9
100
61
/
2
Manday's Games
Cleveland (Wise 0-2) at Boston Stanley
0-0
Kansas City /Guru I-01 at Detroit (Bitlingham 0.0)
Chicago !Scarberry 0-0) at Toronto (Underwood 0-1)
Seattle ( McLaughlin 1-0 , at Oakland
( Norris 0-1), (n)
Only games scheduled

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pd. GB
Montreal
5
2
.714
Philadelphia
4
3
371
1
St 1.01113
1
3
.571
1
Pittsburgh
4
5
444
2
New York
3
4
429
2
Chicago
1
4
200
3
WEar
--Houston
• San Francisco
7
4
636
/
1
2
Cincinnati
5
6
455
2/
1
2
Los Angeles
5
6
455
2/
1
2
Atlanta
4
6
400
4
San Diego
4
7
364
311

Complete

(Any Additional Parts Extra)

Your Hotpoint and Magic
Chet Dealer

West Ky. Appliance
641

753-4478

The victory came on an
eight-foot putt on the 445-yard
11th hole, a part of the famous
Amen Corner" that has
provided victory as well as
defeat during the 43 years of
this prestigious event.
But that winning putt was
set up by Zoeller's God-given
talent.
"I just had to let one go," he
said of the booming shot off
the tee at 11, one that carried
almost 300 yards and left him
within easy range of the flag,
some 150 yards away.
When the putt fell, the
broadshouldered
Indiana
native hurled his putter into
the air, raised his arms in a
victory salute and embraced
his caddy, Jerry Beard, who
Zoeller said "led me around

all week long."
The fifth-year professional
thus destroyed the myth that a
player in his first Masters had
no chance to win.

bogey
bogey- on the final three holes,
giving him a closing 76 on a
sunny Eater Sunday that left
him at 8-under-par 280, a
figure matched by Watson's
closing 71 and Zoeller's 70.
"I felt none of that
Sneed had seen his lead
pressure," he said.
dwindle.W only 1 shot over
"To me, all the pressure Watson,
one of the game's top
was put on by other people.
players, over the first 10 holes.
They were the ones that said I
He also had to worry about
couldn't win. I never said it. I -Jack Nicklaus,
who reached 8wouldn't have been here if I under with
a birdie at 16, only
didn't think I could win."
to lose that shot when he
bogeyed 17 and finished at 69But he did have some doubts 281.
earlier inthe round.
Sneed built his advantage
"I didn't think I had a back to three with birdies at
chance (going to 15)," Zoeller the two par 5s, Nos. 13 and 15,
said. "I was sitting at 7-under before disaster struck.
and Ed was at 11."
"I never at any time felt ltite
But Sneed then opened the I lost control," Sneed said. 1-'It
door by going bogey-bogey- just didn't happen. There's .no
other way to explain it."
The victory was worth
$50,000 to the 5-foot-10, 190pound Zoeller, who had earned
his first tour victory earlier
this season in the San Diego
Open — a triumph that 4ot
him into this invitational
event.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Watson, leading money
behind the hitters in the eighth
AP Sports Writer
American League
winner on tour this year, and
!inning, but I thought he pitSince being traded to the ched very well."
Sneedeach earned $30,000. :
The pitchers are supposed to
Philadelphia Phillies from the
. Myr Nicklaus came Tem
Espinosa allowed a first- be ahead of the
hitters this
New York Mets four years inning double by Lee
kite with a 72-283 and firMazzillf time of year, but you'd never
ago, Tug McGraw has come and then limited the
Mets to _know it from Sunday's stround leader Bruce Lietake
Nict-tin---itio-fe than one-Tic= twogles until
sixth at
the eighth; American League games.
casion to haunt his old
Asked what a Masters
In other National League Five teams scored
in
double
teammates.
Now
Nino games, Atlanta beat Los
victory meant to him, Zoeller
figures and the 14 AL clubs
Espinosa is beginning to scare Angeles 11-4; St.
replied, "I don't really think
Louis combined for 96 runs, an
them a bit.
I'll notice Until tomorrow
defeated Pittsburgh 9-4;
Both ex-Mets came through Chicago stopped Montreal 5-1; average of nearly seven per
morning. I'm still on Cloud 9
game.
with strong performances Houston
and I'll probably be on it
trimmed ior San
"That was wild and wooly,”
against their former club Francisco twice, 4-.3 and
another two or three weeks."
9-1,
Sunday
aperformances and San Diego beat Cincinnati said Detroit Manager Les
He said he just regretted
Moss,
after
his Tigers rallied
against their former club.
.. 6-3 in the opener of their twin
that his wife, Dianne, was
Sunday as the Phillies swept dr. bill before losing the second for seven runs with two out in
unable to be here. She
the ninth inning, handing the
doubleheader from New York game 7-5.
remained home at New
Texas Rangers their first loss
3-2 and-6-3. McGraw saved the
Albany, Ind., expecting the
of the season Sunday, 11-6.
opener for Dick Ruthven and
couple's first child in two
"What's the odds on
Espinosa combined an 'a sixweeks.
something like that haphitter with Ron Reed in the
pening?"
nightcap.
Rod Carew had four hits and
"I liked that trade when we
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
— four runs batted in and Brian
made it and I like it even more
Downing went 5-for-5 as the
Due to a reporting error,
now," said Philadelphia Despite victories from its top
California Angels collected 17 members of Mick's Used Cars
Manager Danny Ozark, two singles players, the
hits in beating the Oakland A's bowling team was incorrectly
referring to the deal this year Murray State men's tennis
8-1.
identified in Saturday's
which brought Espinosa to the team dropped a 7-2 decision to
In other gammes, the New edition of the. Murray Ledger
-Memphis
State
yesterday
to
Phillies for Richie Hebner.
York Yankees scored twice in and Times. The members are
"Espinosa didn't have fall to 13-4 on the season.
the ninth inning to beat the Carol McDougal, Mary Beth
The
Racer's
defeated
overpowering velocity toddy,
Chicago White Sox 6-5, and the Hayes, Barbara Caulea.,._
but he moved the ball around Western Kentucky 7-2 in
Milwaukee Brewers trimmed Shirley Jones and Valerie
and mixed his speeds very Bowling Green Saturday.' '-'
Baltimore Orioles 4-2.
the
Morris.
Terje Persson beat Memwell," Ozark said. -He didn't
look se good when he got phis State's Roger Webb 0-6,64, 7-5 at No. lL aci&„
(Leonard defeated Ion Berson
6-4,6-4 at No. 2.
Roger Berthiaume fell 6-0,61 to Cliff Jones at No. 3; Finn
Swarting lost 6-3, 6-4 to Steve
Masters Scores
Mansour at No. 4; Mike
Costigan was beaten 6-7,6-3,7AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — Top final
se-bii-s and money-winnings Sunday in the
6 by Pete Simpson at-No. 5;
43rd Masters golf tournament on the 7,and Steve Willie lost to Keith
010-yard, par-72 Augusta National Golf
Club course )a-denotes amateur. r-won
Begley 6-0,6-Oat No.6.
„sudden death playoff(
Persson-Leonard fell 3-6, 610th Payne St.
x-Ficay Zoeller. $50,000
3, 6-4 to Webb-Mansour at No.
70-7149-70-50
Ed Sneed, $30.000
1 doubles; Swarting-Costigan
Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
68-67-69-76,--280
were beaten 7-6,6-3 by BersonTom Watson, 630,000
Save $5.00
Simpson; and Willie and
66-71-70.71-50
Jack Nicklaus, 215,000
Berthiaume lost 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 to
69-71-72-69-281
_Begley-Jones at No. 3.
Tom Kite. 113,000
71-7248-72-263
Murray travels to- SIUBruce Lietzke, 111,500
Carbondale Tuesday.
67-7568-74--2151

"When it came down to the
white knuckle time,. we had
the experience and poise to get
the ball down deep."
The Builds trailed 76-71
going into the fourth quarter
and the score was tied 85-85
before Washington pilt—thegame away with 12 points in a
row. The Bullets outscored the
Hawks 32-13 in the fourth
quarter.

Racers Fall

To Memphis

'Breds' Boxes
Murray 21, Eastern Ky1.41
Doran Perdue,2b
1
5 2
Sencibaugh, 35
3 1 2 2
Bean, ss
2 0 0 0
Courtney, 3b •
2 4 1 _0
Calicchio,5th
1 0 0 0
dh
2 1 2 2
Niswonger, dh
3 2 1 1
Fehn, rf
4 3 3 1
Hopkins,11
4 2 1 0
Wagoner,lb
2 3 1 4
2 8
Threan,d
rem,
5 0 0 1
21
15
Totals
37 21
5 1 4 1
bb
ip r er
Miller
1
) w,3-0)
10
7 1 1 4
Bresich
2 8 8 7 35
Shaw
44 6 5 3 0 I
Partin
114 3 3 2 1 5
Johnson
3 5 5 3 1 3
Murray
445 301 4 - 21 15 0
EKU
000 100 0-1 4 3
2b • Fehri; lb •Threatt , H11 Threatt 31,
Sencibaugh (41. Wagoner
Murray 11, Eastern Iti 1
Perdue,2b
3 1 0 0
Sencibaugh,se
1 4 0 0
0
Courtney,3b
2 2
3 0
3
1 0
2
Tooley, dli
41 01 01 0
Calicciuo, pr
Fehn, If
Wagoner, lb
1 0 0 2
Threatt,cf
1 0 0 1
Nissironger, rf
3 1 1 1
Oakley,c
4 0 0 0
Totals
24 11 4 8
ip r er h k bb
21
0
Van,edder
11
43-37
7 9
2 00
Beuchel
1-3 2 2 3 0 b
Bradford
300v303 2.11 1 1
Murray
EKU
020 151 0-9 13 2
2b - Nisworiger HR- Courtney, Sen.
nbaugh

Sorry

SEASON PASSES

Sports At A Glance

•

Hotpoint, GE & FeddersRoom Air Conditioners

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Fuzzy
Zoeller considers booming tee
shots "a God-given gift."
But his free and easy style 4'
of his own making.
He combined both Sundaito
win one of golf's most coveted
prizes — the Masters
championship.
The triumph came on the
second hole of a sudden death
playoff — first in Masters
history — with.1977 champion
Tom Watson aind Ed Sneed, a
bitterly disappointed 11-year
veteran who saw his hopes of a
first major title slip away
when Xe blew a 5-shot advantage in the tricky winds of
the famed Augusta National
celf Club course.

McGraw Helps Phillies;
Carew Leads California

Spurs Whip 76ers In Game One
Continued From Page 6
second games of the two East
series also will be played
Tuesday night.
Billy Cunningham, coach of
the 76ers, Anew his team
would be En-for sr-long afternoon after playing at New
.larsey Friday night and then
traveling 1,500 miles Saturday.
"There was ho question that
the rest helped the Spurs," he
said. But San Antonio Coach Doug
Moe wasn't buying that.
"You play three nights in a
row sometimes in the regular
season," he said. "You're not
tired when you have..a day..
off." George Gervin scored 31
points and Larry Kenon had 30
for the Spurs, who were ahead

Zoeller s Earns Masters
Crown As Sneed Falters

Passes are On Sale At

The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office
Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — 45.00

Leonard Thompson, 19.660
60.7043-74-4285
Lanny Wadkins. 29,000
73-60.70-70.-145
Craig Stadler, 99.000

SPOTS
OUT!

60-66-74-76-285
Hubert Green. 26,500
74-69-72-71-286
Gene Littler, 26,500
74-7149-72-286

BOAT'
INSURANCE
..WE'LL
STEER YOU
STRAIGHT

Rain
Coats

Bring any number. YOU 1110114 present
OM coupon when you bring yaw
clowning to tame 1 Cleaners.

You can bet on it!
Our triple inspection is part of our
thorough Sanitone drycleaning procedure to discover every spot and
safely remove it. If it can't be done,
we'll tell you! You can be sure we
won't just miss it!
We promise!

rs.
CIL)CA irscr•-•

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
ANY KIND ANYWHERE — ANYTIME
Models on Display

TWO CAR SPECIAL

$2,19000
Nam,

Coapktely Erected 1
Concrete Floor
Phis Freight 11 lam

ADDRESS ...............
Rub Fame*
Mail Carron or
Call Coned

1140NE
BEST TIME TO SEE

502 522 6488

TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
•() Box 669, Hw% Al West

hadlt, Ky

11•10114 Crelsoun Thor Caro

PH 1-502-550488

Sencibaugh, Ss
Courtney. 3b
Tooley, dh
Fehn, rf
Hopkins, If
Wagoner, lb
Threatt, cf
Orem c
Totals
Morehead

Laundered

Bring sny rournbor. You oust present
C)',, coupon whoa pee bring your
doming to Boorw's Clooners.

1 -0
1 1
1 0
2 2
0 1
0I
3 0 0 0
3 2 2 1
2 1 0 0
72 5 7 5
24 8 9
05
5573
er 3 0 bb
ipr 0000
4 11 8 9 2 4
3
3
4
3

Rice (1..)-21
Braddord
Wilfong
Murray
1
9 0
Morehead
°°1
10
000 2
25 Sencibaugh. HR- Thratt 4 ,
Morehead 4. Murray S
• 2 2
'
Perdue,2b
Sencibaugh, vs
4t 1 0
1 0 0 0
Courtney, lb
Toney,dh
3 .0 1 1
0 1 0 0
pr
0
3 0
Fe hn. If
3 1 1 0
Wagoner, lb
2
1
3 0
Threatt, el
4 1 1 0
Nitswmger.rf
2900
Oakley,c
) 1 1
Hopkins. ph
31
Totals
5 9 5
776 7 6
Morehead
;
ip3 r le.r 00 01 91 b11
1
Higgins
314 3 3 5
Ftrarklord
24 I
2
Gridshaber
Murray
Morehead
000 10 12 6 7
2b Perdue 2 Nisw
:
er. 113098'1
10C
ong.Ci
3
1 11

drat,

shirts 3/9"

Morehead)), Meanly 5

'• •

$‘159

Expires April 2E. 1979

FCIir-61 7=,T.7.
. .7-WX
.

Long Coats
$259
We'll show you Kemper's
Boat Policy. It gives your ,
boat broad insurance
protection.

Bab Penney Ins.
1111 N.4% Murray '

-753-11137
Representing.
FEDERAL
KEMPER
.INSUR AN(
COMPANY
remrew

Sandone

a
tr

(ernfirrf 410s/er Iky(fron”

Bring any mamba.. You 'nut present
Otis coupon when you being 100r
chiming 60 110111141'S Clamart.
Expires April 28 1979

E&L".21(
.2a7=7,0=0

Call For
Pick-Up
L
Delivery
605 Main
N. 12th
Storey Ave.
5 Pts.

Boone's
Sanitone Laundry 8, Cleaners
rf rOryl Mask,Drycka(ler

-The Clenncr
1,6

13th L Main

6th g Poplar

rutc.it,1

v'tois

753-2552

•
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Advice Given For Tornados

Kim Schweinfurth Awarded
Ruble E. Smith Grant At MSU

FRANKFORT — Kentucky tracking storms.
vulnerable
to
interior hallway on the lowest ticularly
schools, wherever
In
experienced its first tornado
A warning is issued when a
destructive winds. Property
possible, follow advance plans
Feb. 23 in Calloway County, funnel has actually been floor, or to a designated
For the second consecutive
tie-downs to prevent over- to an interior hallway on the
prompting state Disaster and sighted. People in affected shelter area.
minimize lowest
will
floor.
In factories, workers should turning
Avoid year, Kim Ann Schweinfurth,
Emergency Services officials areas should take immediate
a senior from Henderson, has
move quickly to the section of damage. A warden should be
to remind all Kentuckians of safety precautions.
the plant offering greatest appointed in mobile-home auditoriums and gymnasiums been awarded the $350 Ruble
actions to take during a torIf a "warning" is issued,
parks to scan the skies and or other structures with wide E. Smith Scholarship for the
nado "watch" and "warning." people in the affected area protection, in accordance with
listen
to radio and television free-span roofs. If a building is 1979-80 school year at Murray
"Tornadoes can occur at should insure that windows advance plans.
for warnings. There should be not reinforced
In
homes,
basement
the
of
any time," said Wilbur are open on two sides of the
construction, State University.
designated community
A graduate of Henderson
quickly
Buntin, Executive Director of house, east and north, so air offers the greatest safety. a
go
to
a
nearby reinshelter where restdents can
County
High School and the
Seek
shelter
under
heavy
forced
building,
DES, but we know that they can pass through without
or to a ravine
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
furniture if possible. In homes assemble during a tornado or open ditch and lie flat.
are most common around the creating a vacuum.
warning. If there is no such
D. Schweinfurth, 2601 Heather
Commonwealth in spring and ö Residents should also insure without basements, take cover
do not stay in a mobile
shelter,
In open country, if there is Lane, Henderson, she is
in
the
center
house
part
the
of
early summer."
that everyone in the household
home when a tornado is apTornadoes fogn so suddenly or immediate area is warned on the lowest floor, in a small proaching. Seek refuge in a no time to find suitable majoring in elementary
shelter, lie face down in the education at Murray State.
room
closet
such
or
a
as
and are often so short-lived, and seek shelter imrnediately.
building or as a last nearest depression, such as a She won
bathroom, or under sturdy sturdy
the award last year
sometimes lasting only a few
"Wherever the shelter is,"
resort, in a ditch, culvert, or ditch or ravine, and protect while a junior at the univerminutes, that the best way to Buntin continued, "all pic- furniture.
your head with your arms.
sity.
Mobile homes are par- ravine.
deal with them is a well tures,'' mirrors and other
An active member of the
rehearsed plan for quick hanging objects should be
Beta Club at Henderson
action. when one approaches. removed from the walls."
County High, she has been
'A 'watch' is issued by the
He also noted that schools
treasurer and voting delegate
National Weather Service have tornado plans and that
with the Panhellenic Council
whenever conditions exist that parents should not go to
at Murray State as well as
could cause tornadoes," schools when a warning is
spirit chairman of the KenBuntin said, "and there are given.
tucky Association for Young
definite actions that should be
"Parents only expose
taken."
Children.
themselves and their children
She is a member of the
He advised that during a to needless risk," he added.
of
cost-cutting income farmers
watch individuals should •'In nearly every case the
With new leadership and the series
in these Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
determine the best shelter child will be safer in school challenge from President measures, and called in areas.
at the university and has
area for use if necessary and than at home."
Carter to help show the way outside advisors to review the
Copies of the 1978 TVA received a crest-ring from that
agency's operations and
clear the lawn of outdoor
Annual Report are available organization's
national
Buntin reported that ad- for the rest of the Nation in
lurniture, trash cans or any ditional, safety information is solving energy problems, 1978 expenditures in an effort to fror- the TVA Information headquarters in recognition of
down
increasing
hold
costs. Office in Knoxville
other objects that might be available through local DES, marked a year of new
and from two consecutive perfect 4.00Although limited in starting the
blown away, since such items civil .defense, and other direction for the Tennessee
agency's Washington point academic semesters.
policies and programs
can be deadly weapons in high emergency
The scholarship, established
preparedness Valley Authority, the agency new
Office.
throughout
much of the fiscal
winds.
said Tuesday in its annual
organizations.
year by a lack of a quorum on
..A transistor radio and a
A TORNADO WATCH report to the President and the Board,
Freeman began
nonelectric light source should means weather conditions are Congress.
This was reflected in a establishing mechanisms
also be available, and mat- ripe for tornadoes to develop.
cbes should - be—on hand. Stay tuned to radio or series of moves by the TVA within the agency to make
Residents of the affected television and listen for • Board to make the agency sure that the public would be
areas should remain tuned to weather even if the sky more responsive to the public, heard when policies were
formulated.
local radio or television overhead is blue. A storm may hold down costs, and continue
Citizen advisors helped
station and watch the sky to appear suddenly. its demonstration of alterand_collect ideas for
develop
native
energy
programs,
the southwest.
the
Occasionally scan the horizon
A bill providing sheriff's form has been completed or is
expanding
public
parBuntin noted that several for the approach of dark, report said.
fees and one allowing for no longer necessary;
TVA and the region's power ticipation .in the agency's
-radio stations in the state have threatening clouds. There
dissolution of special districts
2. The district has failed,
installed radar systems in the may not be time for an official distributors completed the programs.
A new system of toll-free received approval today of the for a period of'
first year of the Home
past year and coupled with tornado warning.
three—contelephone lines allows people county issues task group of the secutive years, to perform
television station radars the
or
Stay alert for the abrupt Insulation Program in 1978. In across the region to -express local government statute
take substantial steps toward
state will be better covered for onset of violent wind, rain, that time about 70,000 homes
revision
corrunission.
performing the service for
were surveyed for energy- their opinions, voice their
The sheriff bill provides for which it was
_ 4 hail, or a funnel-shaped cloud. saving
concerns, and ask questions
opportuniti
created;
es,
and
Listen for a sudden increase in
MISS YOUR PAPER?
fees for services assigned to
about the agency.
3_
The
cost
wind noise. When-- in doubt, 22,000 consumers obtained
which the
Public hearings are being the sheriff ander the new
Sobscrfirors of* Woo tort
district charges for its service-take cover. Tornadoes are interest-free loans to finance held on- important issues
sysierii.
but
for
which
rocoire4 ibá booso-doliverod
often obscured by rain or dust. attic insulation work.
before decisions are made. "'no fees were previously has escalated unreasonably;
Other
energy
demonstrati
copy of Tile Norm Lodger &
on
Some occur at night.
4. The county or another
TVA
Board
meeting provided.
- Thou by 5:30 p... 116mogiwy•
A TORNADO WARNING projects included a program procedures were revised to
general
For
purpose
misdemeano
rs,
sheriffs
local
May or by 3:30
so
means a tornado actually has in Memphis to help 1,000 or permit comment
currently get nothing if a government wishes to perbefore
the
more
families
make
use
of
Sotoriloys aro orpoil to col
been sighted or indicated by
defendant is found not guilty. form the service, or the county
Board takes action.
753-1916 before** 5:30 p.m
radar. If the twister is nearby, solar energy with low-interest,
The
proposed legislation determines that another entity
A
Citizen
Action
Office
was
nod 6 p.m., Mooiry•Frieoy, or
seek inside shelter im- 20-year loans for solar water created to cut
would allow for compensation can provide the service, and
through
heating
systems.
This
offers
3:30 p.m. GM 4
ffiediateIY, - preferably in a
Sewbureaucratic red tape and get from the unit of government --the county determines that the
storm cellar, underground consumers an inflation-free quick answers
drys, to losioro Porrfory of los
back to the whose law was violated if the general purpose government
source for most water heating
orespopoc. Coke moo be
excavation,or steel framed or
or other entity can provide an
defendant is found not guilty.
requirements, since the loan is public.
*cod by 6 p.m. intokiors or
concrete reinforced building.
equal
or improved level of
A
Dissolution
landmark'
of
special
plan for
repaid through a fixed charge
STAY AWAY FROM WIN4 p.a. Soforlloys to peorortoo
compliance with air quality districts would be—lirt-..;..-gervIre at -no- -extra cost to
on electric -bills.
DOWS!
doilvory.
TVA and the North Georgia standards at TVA Goal- complished in the same service users..
In office buildings, go to an
The bill also provides for the
Electric' Membership Cor- burning power plants was manner as the district was
handling
of assets, liabilities
negotiated
formed,
under
in
1'08
proposed
the
as
part
of
a
poration began a project to
make wood stoves available to settlement of compliance suits legislation reviewed today by and contracts of the district in
'Agtitt-AMIL AVG
utv.
1,000 families in seven nor- brought in 1977 by 10 citizen the commission. Districts the base of dissolution.
PC
Also discussed was content
thwest
Georgia counties, with organizations, the States of formed by petition would have
Envoy FLORIDA Funs //,
interest-free financing to be Alabama and Kentucky, and to be dissolved by petition, of legislation providing forthose
established
by removal of district officers
repaid on electric bills. Like EPA.
The agency also reported referendum must be disolved where no such provision now
the Memphis project, this
SARASOTA
demonstration is aimed at that a TVA study of water by referendum and those by exists. This will came to the
action by. that committee in the form of a bill
replacing electricityfuse with quality in Tennessee Valley fial
..court
.
_P4 as. /
1.
draft at its.next meeting.
4
an alternate energy source, takes and streams found a same action.
Best
Final approval for action by
number of critical areas
Causes
of
'dissolution
of
a
can
and
lead
to
a
broad
western
regional program if results' where water use is seriously district as stated in the the full commission,was given
affected by pollution.
Shorefront on Gulf of Mexico
are successful.
proposed legislation would be: to a district xccountability bill
While TVA's traditional' 1. The service 'which the discussed during the last
After jumping from 109 to
Enjoy fun-filled days, magical nights on beautiful Lido Beach
122 billion kilowatthours the development programs have district was created to per- meeting of the task group.
one Of the world's finest. Don't miss Sarasota's
previous year, TVA power helped improve the standard
other attractions. Circus Hall of Fame
sales declined to 118 billion of living for most Valley
Ringling Museam, Jungle Garden—tithing
kilowatthours in 1978, due to residents, there are areas in
sailing, water-skiing.
the
major cutbacks in power the region that continue to lag,
s
Relax in comfort .. . bask in the sun
used at Department of Energy the report says. Those
swim in the pool-and Gulf, sip cocktails
at the musical beach bar, lunch on the
uranium enrichment plants. counties are characterized by
, patio. Polynesian. American cuisine
Homes served by TVA power high unemployment, few job
Golf, tennis nearby. All new rooms
distributors used 38 billion opportunities, and high outwith Gulf views, attic., suites Color
kilowatthours in 1978, about migration of working-age
TV, air conditioning. Exciting South
Seas decOr sets a Polynesian scene
the same as the year before. people.
of faraway vacation enchantment
To address the needs of
The report said another
these areas, TVA's comr
SARASOTA, FLORIDA major development came in munity development program
Write or call now.
May 1978 when the Board,
% AKU 111<1 INN/ BEST WESTERN
expanded and efforts were
Phone
t 1854 Ben) FranIthn Drnie Dept, Olen
after review of a staff request
L•do Beach, Sarasota, Flonda 3357,
made to identify potential
(- 813) 388-5021 I Please send free brochures. rater
to increase electric rates by 12
industrial sites in several of
percent, cut the increase to 13'.'2
these counties as part of an
RName
percent.
, e NI NI
overall effort to help generate
Address
Chairman
S.
David
Sarasota, Florida 33577
jobs. Attention is also being
c,ty, State
_
Freeman then pledged that
directed toward increasing
• TVA was going to initiate a
agricultural income for low-

Year Of New Direction Marked

By TVA In Presidential Report

Panel Approves Bills
For Statute Revision

in 1974 and awarded for the many protessional groups, her
first time in 1976, honors Miss most cherished honors have
Rubie E. Smith, retired been the Alumni Association's
elementary education Distinguished Professor
chairman at Murray State.
Award, given to her in 1973,
Miss Smith, who lives just and the „honorary Doctor of
off the campus in Murray, Humanities degree conferred
came to the institution in 1939 upon her by the university in
to teach in the University 1974.
The award is one of 89 in
Elementary School after eight
years of teaching in her native honorary, memorial and
alumni scholarships and
Marshall County.
She became chairman of the totaling $68,600 which have
Department of Elementary been made at the university
Education when it was formed by the alumni association this
in 1970 and served in that year. All the scholarships will
position until she requested an be presented officially at a
early retirement in 1974. More reception April 28 in the lobby
than 8,000 Istudents preparing of Ordway Hall with recipients
to work with children received and their parents as special
baccalaureate or master's guests.
degrees with her guidance in
The annual alumni banquet
her 35 years with the will be held immediately
following in Beshear Gymuniversity.
Although she held office in nasium of the Student Center.

Captain D's
FISH DINNER
ALL YOU CAN EAT

t FREE!

South Sects Style—i
;

Utp

in

AKU griki

160z.
soft drink
You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and _
all the deliciousash fillets
you can eat!
only

$279

Monday & Tuesday
Murray

AKU TIKI

While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You alsd needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to us and we can change
our se-hedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.

CARRIER NEEDED
Apply In Person To

Ted Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
NOTE
All previous applicants please come in and fill
out a new application. We are in the process of
updating our files and would appreciate your
cooperation.

Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T.P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
ma

!Atli-ray Ledger 8r Times

AP

the

Murray.Ledger & Times
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her
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and
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this
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at a
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7638-Blalcz.ak, Victor
11573-Falwell, William P.
12.82
7688-Blixt, Dean C
11639-Foster, Gordon B
8.06
7709-Boberg,Sandra
702
'11653-Fowler, James
7711-Bochenek, Valerian S. Jr. .,„
14.83
11665-Fox,Jotui W
1739-Bogard, Phillip
69.39
11708-Freeman, William
7765-Boggs, Burel
451.3a
11752-Fulton, Margaret Jean
7773-Bollinger, Robert C.&
11888-Gadche, Gordon
Jesilene Burton
10.09
11965-Gargill, Bertram
7781-Bonds, Leon
6.41
11971-Garland, B.C.
7838-Boulton, Charles L.
155.14
11980-Garland, Carl
7852-Bowden,Kenneth W
240.96
11996-Garland, Gladys
I will on Monday, April 23, 1979 at 1000 a.m. at the Court
7860-Bowling, Neil Wesley
845
12012-Garland, Margie A.
House door at Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky expose to
7862-Bowman, Michael S.
24.76
12022-Garland, Paul
public sale to the highest bidder the following delinquent tax
7863-Bowman, Michael Short
54.18
12023-Garland, Paul Wayne
claims upon which a real estate assessment appears (the
7883-Boyd, Leonard
6 69
120'24-Garland, Randall Gene
ataunt Cricludes the tax, penalty, Sheriff's service fee and
744-Boyd, Leonard
14.18
12076-Gautney, Glenn R.
advertising cost). The claims sold become a lien upon the
7889-Boyd,Tony T.
14.18
12168-Gibson, John H.
property described wail the face of the tax bill and are
7907-Bradley,K. R. de Dennis Clark
52.04
subject to 12 per cent per annum.
7986-Brandon, Roger D.& Judith Pritchett
12258-Goheen, Emily ,
12.82
8003-Brantley, Alvie Roy
12272-Gonzalez, Roberto & Marie
MAX MORRIS
26.46
8006-Bratschi, A. G.or Dorothy
SHERIFF OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
12273-43onzalez, Roberto& Marie
- 11.46
8049-Bridges, Robert L
12301-Goodwin, Russell A.
GRADED SCHOOL DISTRICT
9 42
8069-Brittian, Wm. ......
12302-Goodwin, Russell A.
669
8078 Herrington, Nicky.
12304-Gordon, Earl L...
212.99
Bill No., Name Taxpayer
8106-Brookover, Richard
12355-Grantham, Albert R. di Effie
9 42
Amount
2-Acree,Thomas
8107-Brookover,
Richard
12364-Graves, Richard E.
210.60
21.68
38-Adarns, John B
8111-Brooks, Homer L
12365-Graves, Richard E.
873
63.20
55-Aden, William H.
8122-Brougham Records Inc
12384-Gray, Donald & Billy Roney
9 42
106.11
103-Allen, Kenneth
8123-Brougham Records Inc
12401-Gray, William G
942
17.44
8132-Brown, Dale
12426-Gre
en, Kenneth
6
69
238-Bannon, Henry C.
i37.00
8186-Brown, Verrue
29R
12450-Green, William Roy
244-Barger,Zelma J.
80.36
23.39
8210 Bruce, Logan Mrs
12456-Greer, Ira
305-Beaugard, Georgia ,
8 87
8219-Brunschwyler, John P
, 43.52
12575-Gros, Leslie &Sandra
352-Betts, Marie Brandon
97.52
806
8235-Bryant,Charles ..
12588-Grubbs, Lowell
394-Blakely, George
$14.59
36.70
8318-Buhler, Loyd E.
12595-Guess, Michael
515-Bov le. Marvin or Verta
36.64
19.64
8377-Burkeen, Dayman L
12738-Hall, Raymond K.
664-Bulder, Lloyd
111.34
8424-Burkeen,Paul & Ruby •
12.15
12748-Hall, Wiley
939-Clees, Eddie M
179.s.4 '
4'
..-13456-Burkhart, Harry A.
669
12753-Ham,Donnie St James Bishop
950-Coats, Terra
8.87
8475-Burns, J. W.
8 73
12771-Hamman, Allen R
•
1165-Crider, Rowland L.
34.60
8495-Burwell, Nancy A. & Roscoe C.
- 14.18
12779-Hampton, Emily
1207-Cunningham, Martha
54.63
8510-Butler, Claude D.
10.09
I2796-Haney. Charles oc Lillian
1209-Cunningham, Theodore R.
46.04
8564-Bybee, Barry J
40.10
12847-Hargrove, Jimmy
1250-Daugherty, William D.
197.82
8604-C & H. Ag. Center Inc
101.68
12852-Hargrove, Phillip
• 1275-Denton,Shirley A.
91.80
16.91
8672-Camp, Barney W
12883-Harper, Doris
,,1286-Dibble, Ralph
3614
8681-Campbell, Reacher
12.82
12923-Harrington; Mackey L
1378-Downey, Kenneth
U.42
8684-Campbell, Burton L
8 06
12929-Harris, George W.
- -*-1402-Dunbar, Ella
8710-Canfield, Leon J.
11.42
12959-Harris, Willie A.
c-o Estella Turner
21).31
8711-Canfield, Leon J
14.90
13017-Hasselrode, Ronnie
1514-Elkins,Shirley
206.20
8742-Carmody, Ronald C.
11.46
13032-Hauk, Robert E. 1758-Forbes, Faye D.
153.32
8792-Carrico, Letcher
13055-Haynes,Gecirge-C
10.09
8848-Carson,William R.
1776-Foster, Willie Lee
7 39
51.76
13068-Hays, Mary Elizabeth
1873-Gammons,L.D
8.87
8897-Catet, Walter M
14.18
13112-Helm, Luther D.
1978-Gilbert, Vernon & Martha
12.86
13113-Helms, James R.& Adrian
7 02
8956-Chamberlain,Clariiice
2206-Harding, Bert
10.58
Vancleave
736
9034-Cherry, Gerald D.
2230-Harrell, Margaret
74.64
13123-Henderson, Joe W
8 73
9134-Clark, James L.
2231-Harrington, Brian R.
108.96
13157-Hendricks, C. T.
8 73
9137-Clark", John L.
2505-Hornbuckle, James
20.31
c-o C. V. Morgan
9 42
9246-Cobham,Jan & Brenda
2506-Hornbuckle,- James FL
119.17
720
9267-Coffey, Carthel
13229-Hepperler, Robert E.
279.08
2509-Horn1ng, Bobby C.
736
9268-Coffey, Carthel
.•
13231-Herman, Joseph
68-Hubbard, Louise"
138.51
9295-Cole, J. Wright .„
13232-Hernandez, Jeanette
c-OCoats Terra
720
9302-Cole,Owen E.
31.75
13275-Herrmann,David A.
2586-Hughes,Glenda G
415.20
9351-Coles, Hillman
147.82
13282-Heskie, Metro
2774-Johnson,Gary
6 69
9407-Collins, Netta M.
83.11
13287-Hester, Bobby
9450-Colson, W. Lonnie
33.28'
3016-King, Jerry D
13322-Hicks, Michael Odell
9499-Conner, Arlie
7 02
3021-King,Owen Estate
34.60
13373-Higgins, Robert
9508-Conway, Nancy
210.60
123.27
3220-Leeper, James Frederick
13382-Hightower, Ernie
9511-Conyer, Donald D.or
128.99
3393-Martin. Tony
13396-Hill, Barry
Thomas L.
9.42
26.03
13413-Hill, Frank W.
3.549-McGeehee, Desiree
9512-Conyer, Donald or Helen or
239.13
13463-Hindman, Mary Billington
3804-Morgan,Terry L.
Michael D.
8.06
9 31
3927Nusgrow,Gertie
13466-Hines, Walter A.
9527-Cook, Eddy A.
212.42
160.98
4316-:Perkins,Thomas0_
13467-Hinkins,Elmer D.
9550-Cook,Shirley Jean
887
4394-Poe,Joseph D. Jr.
13479-Hisaw. James R
c-o Tommy Manes
71.63
4490-liams0y, Richard'A.
73.50
13589-Holland, Leo M
95g4Z`Fx-iper. James P. Jr.
9 75
4554 t- eed, Lela V.
..
13656-Hooks, Kelsie
9674-Costellooljr
33.28
nrnie
106.11
4562-Reeves, Essie
•
13697-Hopkins,
Jerryl,
9680-Cothern, John
7 02
177.60
4685-Robinson,Donald E.
13713-Hopkins, Ronald
9710-Coutts,
David
8.06
M.
5072-Shultz, James D.
26.06
13740-Horita, Gilbert M
9711-Coutts, Margaret
8.06
34.60
- 5120-Skinner, Aberline
13745-Horning, Bobby
9776-Crass, Larry Joe
8.06
5123-Skinner, John W
15.68
13752-Horton. Billy
9780-Crauswell, Bruce
19.59
13.28
5142-Smith, Bonnie
13781-Houk, Vivian D.
9862-Crocker, Bobby
7.36
5262-Sparks, Maggie Martin
13782-Hounshell,
Helen
9936-Crutcher,
Wayne
8
06
8.29
c-0 Louise Ftebbard
13802-Houser, Gerald David
9980-Cundiff, Kenneth
12.82
5270-Spencer, Jesse
13839-Houston, Martha
10002-Cunningham, Dennis N
12.82
111.83
c-O Gene Burgess
13888-Hoy, Douglas
10081-Currin, James A.
160.44
8.06
5423-Summerville, Myra D.
13934-Hughes, Doris E.
19093-Cutler,
Steve
K
7.02
5869-Walls, James '6.96
14056-Hutchens, Hofford
10095-Dabbs, Gail
12.82
200.48
5916-Warren,Dolorel C.
14060-Hutchins, John T
10162-Darnell, James Lee
226.98
120.40
6192-Wilson, Steve
14075-Hutson, Joe M.Si Sara
10205-Daughtery, William D.& Jackie
118.54
829
6233-Wafford, Louise
14180-JBJ Corp.
10219-Davidson, George
30.49
COMMON SCHOOL DISTRICT
14251-Jacobson, Linda Star
10223-Davis, C. A
.....
8.73
.
Amount
Bill Na., Name
14313-Jeffries, William L.
10228-Davis, Donald L
736
8 73
6444-Adams,James E.& Linda
14322-Jennings,James F
10248-Davis, Ray 0
993
873
6493-Adcock, F.D.
14369-Johnson, Audrey
10249-Davis, Richard P
63.98
11.46
6494-Aden, William H. & Mary
14351-Johnson, Bobby R
10309-Delle, Joseph
9.38
7.36
6503-Adsit, Glenn
14352-Johnson, Bobby R
10312-Deluna, Adam
12.82
40.10
,6506-Ague, Lenore & Raymond Evans
14413-Johnson, Rodney D
10352-Devera, Brenda Sue
736
61.48
-6518-Ahart, William
14438-Joiner, William
10356tDevitt, Patrick Timothy
7.72
6524-Akey, Elizabeth
9 42
14446-Jones, Alton
10393-Dickerson, Larry
7.02
6 69
657-Alexander, Clarence A.
14448-Jones, Alton
10400-Dieterlen, Carl L
8 06 '
7 02
6538-Alexander, Clarence A.
10402-Dietz, Jack L.
14528-Jones, Edna A. Mrs.
176.50
6647-Alexander, Gene Steven
c-o B. F. Dieti
14529-Jones, Edward
736
12.82
6558-Alexander, Richard A.
14571-Jon
10479-Dollman, Frederick
es, James A.
..........
16.24
193.23
6564-Alexander, T.G.
10531-Dorris, Luther J
14583-Jones, Jerry M
210.60
7.02
6565-Alexander,T.
10556-Douglas, Duane
14603-Jones, Lettitia
702
29.88
6610-Allen, Carolyn A. ,
10575-Dowdy and Hanka Motor
14643-Jones, Paul David
Sales
13.51
8.06
6613-Allen, David D.
10631-Drake, Gordon E
14644-Jones,Paul David SE Others
8.06
18.97
6634-Allen, William H.
10658-Duke, Marvin J.
14662-Jones, Robert B.
111.72
8.06
6651-Almo Rental Corp
I0662-Duke, W. E.
14679-Jones,Thomas
9.42
16.91
..
6673-Ammons,James R.
10671-Duncan, Alfred E.
14708-Jordon, J. Christine
63.98
8.06
6754-Applegate, Carl
10677-Duncan, Brooks
14728-Judkins, Bobby
415.20
10.79
6757-Aqrusa,Pasquale
10680-Duncan, Carl E
14729-Judkis, Bobby]).
183.32
6758-Arant, Felix
10698-Duncan, Eugene
14745-Kalman, John
71.59
10.09
c-o Glenna Mae Arent
10699-Duncan, Eugene
14760-Kassa,Jack J
11.12
125.36
6759-Arant, Glenna Mae
10700-Duncan,Eugene
14795-Kelling, Rudy
,.33.28
10.79
6762-Argo, Harwood W. Jr.
14800-Keener,Havey J. or George Beech
10837-Eaker, Glenn Thomas
16.24
6783-Armstrong, Robert B. Jr.
128.76
14801-KeeneY, Edward M.
10958-Elam, Hal B
7.36
231.06
6784-Armstrong, Robert B. Jr. .
14821-Keller, Ronald V
10991-Eli, Raymond A
333.36
6785-Armstrong, Robert Benton.
8.73
14826-1elly, Elmer J. ...
11606-Elkins, Darrell
28.52
6825-Ashby, Cynthia
14.18
14827-Kelley, Mary Helen
11064-Elliott, Richard C.
10.09
6977-Baker,James E
112.86
14919-Kennemore, Marvin
11065-Elliott, Richard C.
7055-Bard, William R.&
12.82
14947-Key, David L...
36.70
Michael Mobley
11084-Ellis, Kenneth Loren
33.28
14995-Kilmer, Van H.
754.77
7069-Barker, JItlYL.
11093-Ellis, William Stephen
15016-Kimbro, Judith
7.02
7186-Barto, Oscar C.
c-oBill Vanderra
115.78
15020-K imbro,0. C.
29.71
11098-Elmore, Authur J
7203-Bates, Myron E.Sr.
806
15034-King, Arvelee
12.62
.
7205-Batey, Paul
11123-Engle, Ralph
' 7%
15053-King,James R.
7 72
7212-Baylor, Billy
11155-Ernst, Thomas G.
, . 22.37
15059
-King, Robert Arlos
10.79
7296-Bean, Dennis W.
11211-Eslick, Herman I.. or Judy
9.42
c-oDarrell Bennett
10.09
7299-Bean, Robert O.
11222-Eubanks, Marion Leon
12.82
15061-King, Walter H.
...
36.17
7300-Bean, William B.
I1269-Everhart, Virgil M.
15100
7.72
-Kirks, Romel J.
122.07
7329-Beatte, Archie A.
11327-Fannard. Len
9.42
15105-Kizzie, Dale M. .
9.42
7353-Beecher, Ronald M.
11352-Farr, Dempsey
8.01
15158-Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr.
806
7373-Bell & Overbey
11353-Farrar, Lawrence .
114.72
15159-Knuckles, Bryce E. Jr.
806
7376-Bell, Carl
11403-Faulks, James0.
15.22
15165-Kock, Robert0.
8.06
7419-Bennett, Carl W
11408-Feeney,James P
13.51
15208-Kruse, Howard A.
10.09
7435-Bennett, Oscar
11448 Ferguson, H. W.
57.16
15239-La bodie. Lavern
736
.7449-Reran, David A.
11467-Ferkan, Martha S.
21.00
15247-Lafferty, Dan J.
11 48
Michael Pawloski
74511terg, Joanne D.&
114'72-Ferris, James W
18.97
806
l5274-Lamb,Dennis E.
7469-Berryman, Doyle
11473-Ferris, James W.
8.06
14.18
#
45330-Lancaster, Carlisle M.
7470-Berryman, Doyle .
11485-Fihley, Orne & Alma
9.38
5378-lapp, Russell J.
60.56
7472-Beshear, Ronald 11486-Finley, Patrick.M.
9.69
15403-Lassiter, James Michael
7480-Bevins, Bud J.
11508-Fish, R.E '''
8.73
15452-Latimer, Calvin Clay
7556-Birdsong, Troy &
11511-Fisher,Stephen A.
15473-Lawrence,Eva
6.69
' 417.26
Joe C. Birdsong
'%
11554-Floyd, Burins
,7.72
15474-Lawrence, Eva
13.26
7565-Bishop,c-o J. W.Frost..
11555-Floyd, Robert E.
8.70'
1550I-Laws, Floyd W
669
7588-Bissonnet, Eugene Earl
11565-Fogleman, John W.
8.73
15509-Lax, Ernst R
11.06
7606-Blackburn, Robert J.
11568-Foley, Otha Franklin
26.46
15513-Lax, Richard E.
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20.70
15528-Leder, Claude0
10.09
7 36
15557-Lee, Jesse
8.06
.9.59
15558-Lee, Joseph E
16.24
10.79
15559-Lee, Joseph M. ....
7 55
908
15603-Leonard, James B.
70.80
e-o James McClure
8.06
702
15641-Lewis, Charles C.
21.36
11.46
15646-Lewis, Fletcher D.
..10.79
241.30
15650-Lewis, James A.
942
47.50
15660-Lewis, Melba
II 06
12.15
15661-Lewis, Melba
1
237.57
15675-Lightery, Melvin
12.06
15694-Lindner, Joseph J.
74.20
103.14
15696-Lindsey, Clare c-o Dean York
190.14
8.39
15697-Lindsey, Edward W.
60.56
7.36
15698-Lindsey, Edward W.
•
9.4/
.9.38
15701-Lindsey, Richard W.
8.39
7 72
15719-Littan, Donnie W
806
10.09
15733-Lively, James0
36.70
. 8.39
15759-Long,David A.
7 72
7.20
15779-Louvin, Betty
7 36
111.72
15781-Lovan, William A.
15.82
15782-Love, Philip L.
7 72
182.83
15783-Loveall, Joseph M.Jr.
7 72
7 36
, 15785-Lovelace, Gerald
19.64
11.46
•
15803-Lovett, Kenneth A
$ 73
14.88
" 15849-Lowe, Kellie R. Jr
46.92
806
15877-Lecas, Jack D
7.42
12.05
15925-Lyons, J. H.
8.06
67.38
15926-Lyons, Luther
83.37
19.64
15940-Madden,John Liston
12.82
53.74
15941-Madden, William E.& Imogene
19,68
7.36
15951-Madison, Dennis E.
12.15
265.16
15976-Main, James L
8.01
7 20
16008-Maness,Oscar
20.33
10.09
16009-Maness, Robert
9.42
8 06
16010-Maness, Roy
36.00
736
16011-Maness, Willie Lee Jr.
6.69
16.24
16016-Manion,Harvey
7.36
8 73
16038-Manning, J. H. ...
33.97
10.79
16045-Manning, Ronald E.
12.82
119.27
16098-Marshall, Charles M.
11.46
43.52
16112-Martin, Arthur L.
12.48
53.74
16124-Martin, Harold B.& Julia
8 73
7 72
16140-Maruschak, John Jr
10.79
8 02
16141-Maruschak, John Jr
•
11.98
44.89
16143-Marvin,Bobby Jack Mrs.
11.46
17.26
16157-Mason, Robert
55.6
11.42
16158-Mason, Robert S.
10.04
942
16261-Maynard, A. L.
11.46
74.20
16266-Mayo,Jimmy
17.26
12.33
16267-Mays,Emmett E
8 06
16953-Mills Lela B
a ad
10.74
16988-Mitchell, Elster R.
7 to
29.88
16989-Mitchell, Elster R.
7 SI'
16992-Mitchell,Harry J.
44.59
17000-Mitchell, Mary
•
719.
17006-Mitchell, Rob Lee
7.62.
8 70
17019-Mitchuson, Obie Gene
33.11
702
17027-Moeller, Karl C.
64, •
12.15
16272-McAfee,Frank G.
9 OJI
8 70
16319-McCarthy,Clayton
10.09
c-o M J. Gromenz
7 all
80.10
16321-McCarty, Audry
•• •-• .-•%• •.
125.76
113.4i
b Ub
16324-McCarty,Evelyn A
8 73
16329-McClanahn, Leroy
62.72
7 72
16372-McClure, Maggie Mrs
9 42
46.92
16374-McClure. Ohs J
16.41
8 73
7 72
806
16405-McCoy, Ramona
9 42
755
16475-McCuiston, Ladean
46.92
736
702
16545-McGee, Lynn T.
7 36
16561-McGuins,Gene
707
16568-McIntosh, Ronnie
98
139.00
16635-McLeod,Claude Earl. 29 88
139.60
16641-McLeod, Russell
15.21
59.78
16649-McMinn,Joseph Fraiddin
942
8 73
16753-Migasi,Robert
806
7 36
16755-Milburn, W.B
46.92
' 43.52
16775-Miller, Charles E
102.14
8 73
16776-Miller, Charles E.
22.88
c-o Galon Miller
9 42
142.40
16840-Miller, Herman W
11.46
25.45
16864-Miller, Joseph C
37.84
14.68
16906-Miller, Robert D.
7 55
12.15
16916-Miller, Robert W.
926
16.24
16940-Millicamp, Kenneth
118.54
15.55
16942-Milligan,James
128.76
c-o Richard Milligan
11.46
7 02
7.36
17108-Moore, Dottie
12.82
9 42
17114-Moore,H.E
806
11.46
17115-Moore, James B
40.10
6 69
17161-Morgan, David
19.64
17178-Morgan,James H.
101.48
12.82
17194-Morgan, Terry
92.63
103.20
12.31
17235-Morris, Michael
16.24
17261-Morris, William A
121.94
8 73
17288-Morrison,Shelby
11.46
166.28
10.06
17310-Morton, Mason
8 06
17336-Moubray, Kenneth W
9 42
7.72
17349-Mulkey, Arnold K.
7.02
16.24
17350-Mulkey, Arnold K.
736
8 73
17461-Myers, Cletus L.
30.57
42.83
17474-Myers,-Jerry
10.09
11.46
17571-Needy, Edward
12.48
115.56
I7604-Ness, Donald
7 36
115.78
17683-Nixon, Floyd
18.28
10.79
17686-Noble, Virgil
7 72
101:48
I7687-Nob
le, Virgil
7 36
8 06
17688-Noble, Virgil
7 02 •
40.86
17689-Noble,
Virgil
7 02
362.85
17745-Oakes, Robert
9 42
8 39
17785-Odom, Clayton
10.09
16.91
17788-Ogle, Ronnie
8 22
8 06
17848-Orgon, Wayne
10.09
10.09
148.95
18031-0v erbey,Edgar
8 73
Jimmy
18060-Overby,
23.06
67
8
18099-Owens,Edward
12.82
669
18105-Owens, Roy
22.14
8 06
18107-Owens,
7.02
Phylis
10.09
18108-Owsley, Barry
60.56
9 42
18234-Parker, Robert
33.28
7.02
18253-Parks, Anna...
7.36
33.74
9.42
18285Pa
rmly
,
Donaid
156.19
I8486-Peak, Kenneth..
7.36
12.68
18494-Pearson, Robert
205.84
13.51
18527-Penrod,Bob......
9.42
18547-Perry, Arthur
7.36
40.32
18562-Perry,Stan
11.46
7 33
I8616-Phillips, Charles
71.70
7.36
18643-Phillips, Phillip
7.36
28.52
18644-Phillips, Phillip
8.06
167.06
18712-Pittenger, Loyd .
6.69
323.14
18759-Poe, Richard ...
210.60
7.02
18764-Pogue, Jean ...
9.42
16.24
18913-Pritchard, John.
7.36
64.72
18921-Pritchett, Bobby
9.08
29.88
6.67
18953-Privitt, Earl21.00
19.64
18954-Proctor, Billie ...
8.73
7.36
l8962-Prop,Lanus
16.24
275.40
18971-Pruitt, Mary
8.06
26.46
18996-Puckett,Samuel
19.64
9.42
19040-Quinn, Matthew7.36
9.75
19065-Ctaines, Edmund
7.72
8.01
19066-Raines, Edmund
8.73
8 73
19075-Rambo, Harvey
33.69
806
I Continued Os Page it\
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19076-Ramey,Roland
19077-Ramey,Roland
I9084-Ramsey,Edward
19093-Ramsey, Wilbur
19136-Ratcliff, Geneva
19146-Ray, Anita
19150-Ray, David .
19206-Redfern, Jim
1924.4-Retbuz. via
19252-Reid, Robert
19253-Reid, Robert
19257-Reilly, Charles 19262-Renfro, Mike
19298-Rhodes, Charles
19299-Rhodes,Charles
19299A-Rhodes,Charles
19308-Rhodes, Verlan
, 19309-Rhodes, Verlan
19340-Richardson, Rodney
19341-Richardson.Steven
19351-Richerson, Larry
19368-Riddle, Bobbie
19370-Rideout, Michael
19392-Riley. John
.
19488-Roberts, J. W.
19559-Robinson, Donald F.
19578-Roby,.H. E.
19585-Rodgers, James M.
19598-Rogers, Charles
19625-Rogers. Larry/
I9627-Rogers. Lee
19629-Rogers, Lee
19633-Rogers. Orrin
19701-Roseberry. Glenn
19710-Ross, Cornelia
19767-Row1and, Joe P.
19813-Ruby, Robert
19822-Rundle, Bill ,
19842-Rushing,LL. .
- 19886-R1'7icka;Elizabetb
19921-Salman, William.
• -19946-8aoders: Ira
20017-Schindler, Leonard
20019-Schippert, Bill
20922-Schmidt, Robert
20030-Schoel1hamer. Richard
20125-Scott, Ralph

74.20
10,09
6.69
7.02
J2.15
8.06
7.02
10.44
12.15
12.15
20.29
12.15
63.98
134.98
10.09
124.67
16.24
8.73
51.77
9.08
69.
9
5.36
• 459.54
7.36
14.04
9.42
14.88
13.41
11.81
583.41
239.00
7.02
'130.34
8.22
8.73
30.12
15.55
63.98

..

20135-Scott, William •20142-Scruggs,H. Gene

18.06
26.46
61.92
7.55
8.70
8.06
7.36

20150-Scull, A. H.
.20239-Sheen, Joseph ,
20352-Shipley, Donald
20382-Short, James .
20408-Shull, Harriett
20418-Siglaw, Denny
20455-Simpson, Joel
20482-Sihnard, Lenoir
20490-Skaggs, William
20504-Slaten. Benjamin
20516-Sloan, Kim
20528-Slowik, Tom
20538-Smith, Al
20539-Smith Albert
20540-Smith, Alfred .
20549-Smith,Bonnie
20555-Smith, Cecil
nbJ.Yi.

_

110.84
-7.36
160.87
11.46
10.74
9.42
P.59

8.70
10.44
10.04
7.35
8.73
33.72
9.75
11.46
46.92
•
14.18
7.36
10.09
• ,39.02

20640-Smith. Joe
20657-Smith, Juanita
20663-Smith. Laverne
MAPS

7.02
10.55
13.47

WHAT'S THAT YOU'RE
WEARING AROUND YOUR
NECK, CHARLIE BROWN?

20687-Smith, Nancy
20696-Smith, Paul
20735-Smith, Walter H.& Bonnie
20765-Smotherman, Jackie T.
20784 flo w _Gladys
20848-Sparks, Donald .
20850.Spaws,Edrd
20896-Stacey, J.V.
20903-St4fey, Charles D.
21028-Steen, Bernard
21043-Stephenson, Donald
21055-Stevens, Edward& Ligsan
21071-Stewart, James Hugh
21083-Stewart, Raymond
21084-Stewart, Reginald
21087-Stewart, Roy
21206-Strauss.
Strauss Jr.
c-o H
21325-Sutherland. Charles E.
21335§weetwater Lake Inc..
21427-Tancrede, Donald T.Sgt.
2)430-Tanner, James R.
143I-Tanner James R. Jr.
21433-Tanner. Robert
--21592-Thomas, Kenneth W.
21613-Thomas, Raymond'A.
c-oJerry Thomas
21647-Thompson,George W.
21648-Thompson.George W.
21668-Thompson,Kay
.
21748-Thornburg, Robert E. Jr.
21749-Thornburg, Robert E.Jr.
21754-Thornton, Elmo E.
21768-Thorn berry,Elwyn
c-oPerry Nelson •
21827-Tidwell, Hayes
c-oHayes Save Way
21997-Tremblay, Richard & Sharon
22012-Trimble, Benny
22020-Troch, Robert
22029-Trouch, Robert
22112-Tumilowics, Mike
117-Turley, Daythel A.
22158-Turner, Kenneth T.
-22173-turner, Ray
..22224-1idey.lre_neMrs...
22221-Udey, Irene Mrs.
22222-Udey, Irene Mrs.
22230-Underhill, Donnie
22334-Vanderholf, Thomas M.
22377-Venice, Joseph J.
22440-Wagner,Charles H.
22477-Walker, Ancil L.
22495-Walker, Franklin
22514-Walker, James R.
22515-Walker. James W.
22522-Walker, John R.
22563-Wallace, Farris
22623-Walters, Joel W.
22626-Ward, Alan
22680-Warren;Jay
•
22700-Warren, Willard
s'22709-Washer, Jeanetta .
22716-Washington, Frances
22778-Watts, William
'
22786-Weaks, William M.
22803-Weaver, Lindsay A.
22806-Webb, Austin B.
22809-Webb,Doyle M
22810-Webb. DoyleM
22828-Wellings, Benjamin F
29A34-Wells. Billy
22892-West,James
22946-Wheeler, Oynaul J.
22947-Wheeler. Onyaul J.
22995-White, Jimmy

u.)HAT DOE5
‘T 5AY ?

•
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WOW --LOOK AT
MY DO& WITH
STICK IN HIS
MOUTH
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WH AT'S
UUSUAL
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23069-Wilburn, O.E. Jr.
!).3082-Wiler, Shirley S.
23093-Wilhoit, Thomas
13131-Wilkins, Charlie B.
23159-Williams, Charles
23161-Williams, Charles B.
23186-Williams. Gerald K.
23229-Williams, L. H. .
23240-Williams, Mary L.
23257-Williams, Ray E.
23287-Wiluanison, Edward
J.C. Jr.
23351-Wilson, D.J.
23352-Wilson, D.J..
23353-WiLson, D.J. .
23354-Wilson, D.J. & Manon
23355-Wilson, Dalphus J.
23404-Wilson, Kenneth
23419-Wilson, Maurice
23420-Wilson, Maurice
23421-Wilson, Maurice .
23452-Wilson, Victory
23472-Winarski, John W.
23473-W inarski, Tammy Yvonne
23544-Wiseman, Burlene

8.06
8.73
102.72
60.56
7.72
10.79
12.15
8.73
130.82
65.54
10.79
8.73
7.36
9.42
7.36
23.06
.10 79
8.73
9.42
15.55
9.42
9.42
24.40
190.14
-

8.06
12.82
9.42
8.86
16.09 .
9.27
40.10

29.88
8.06
9 75
10.09
8.73
26.46
11.46
7.36
7.72
169.68
8.92
7.36
25.79
33.28
27.82
127.40
36.84
115.12
299.57
12.82
132.18
9.42
12.68
7.02
8.06

/3557-Wolf, Carl E. Jr.
23569-Wood, James B.
23610-Woods, Wayne E.
23619-Workman, Buddy
23702-Wyatt, Glen E.
23734-Wynn, Jerry Lee
23764-Yopp, John L
23827-Youngblood, Ronald J.
23883-Zintbaum,Samuel ..

10.09
115.45
9.42
54.43
12.15
9.42
7.36

a.o6
14.04

9.42

Fog Blamed For 16-Car
Pileup On Interstate 75

.8.06
77.62
30.32
285.62
19.64
14.18
CIEVELAND, Tenn. AP 1
184.55
— A patch of dense fog was
395.85
blamed by authorities for
_9A2 ----eausing a 16-car, _chain-.
3.3 . _reaction pileup that killed
40.10
• three persons and injitied13
23.06
"others on Interstate 75 in
53.74
southeast
9.42
Highway Patrol Sgt. LlOyd
Raker in Chattanooga said
53.74
4
Carol M. Harris, 36, of
45.58
Newport, Tenn. died in the
. 8.70
'Sunday morning crash along
58.53
with a truck driver believed to
9.42
be from Salt Lake City, Utah.
13.51
The third fatality, a 15-year9.42
o1d- boy who may' have been
7.72
related to Mrs. Harris. died
7.36
about 7 p.m., EST, Sunday in
7.36
Chattanooga's Erlanger
54.43
Hospital, Baker said.
8.06
--The accident happened at
29.
7:39 Sunday morning on
6.69
Interstate 75, and we believe it.
8.73
was due to ground fog," Baker
29.
said Sunday night in
9.42
telephone interview. "We're
14.18
still trying to confirm the
199.40
name of the truck driver and
483.40
we've contacted authorities in
7.36
Daytona Beach, Florida to,
167.32
:help us out with tbe identity of
942
the boy.
8.73
'We believe he was
8.06
traveling with a brother and
7.36
that he had a different name
from Harris. It's a confused
INSECL;RE
situation but it appears he and
the dead woman were
related:" Baker said.
Authorities were continuing
their investigation late Sunday and no citations had ten
issued, he said.
-Trooper Carlton-Miller said
'II
the fog formed in a -pocket
over the interstate at a point
where it crosses the Hiwassee
River separating Bradley and
McMinn counties. The accident site is about 30 miles
northeast of Chattanooga.
"A mile from the accident,
it was clear," Miller said.,
"The fog hits you all at once. It
was just like walking into a

dark foom."
The fog apparently was so
thick that no one could see the
vehicle ahead of them and
_someone must have slowed
down, causing a
reaction accident. Miller said.
"There were vehicles
scattered all over the highway
whee I got there. There were
two tractor-trailers involved.
One was turned over on its
side and the other was
upright, but its front end was
messed up real bad," the
trooper said.
Miller said some of the
occupants of the vehicles were
walking around, checking for
injuries when he arrived.
"There- was no panic.
Everybody had a cool head
about everything. A few of
them advised me about the
cars that still had people in
them," he said.
'A spokeswoman for Bradley
Memorial
Hospital
in
Cleveland said Sunday night
the facility received two
persons who were pronounced
cirad on arsivat and treated 10'
others, admitting five. The
five were listed in stable
condition late Sunday, a
spokeswoman said.

Ross Presented
Air Assult Badge
Sgt. James,E. Ross, son of
Mrs. Edwardine Ross, Route
1, Hardin, recently was
presented the Air Assult.
Badge upon graduation from
the Air Assult School at Fort
Campbell
School trainees learn to
rapidly and safely exit a
helicopter from a variety of
difficult situations.
Ross entered the army in
1974. The sergeant is a 11971
graduate of South Marshall
High School, Benton.
•
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I. LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
CallOway County Court by
Robert B Miller, Committee
for
R
Manlift Miller.
incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before April 25
1979. The date of the hearing
Francis W Shea, Clerk.
A final settlement of' ac
counts has been filed in The
Calloway County Court by
Richard Nesbitt, Executor,
of the estate of 'Thomas
Nesbitt, deceased
Excep
tions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court on or
before April 25 1979. The date
of the hearing. Francis W
Shea, Clerk
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The
following
estate
Fiduciary
appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court All
claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months
of date of qualification.
Harold Warren Lawrence,
dec'd, Murray Ky 42071
JoAnn Harris, 286 N McNeil
NO 2, Memphis, Tn 38112
Administratrix.
Myra Hanley Towery, dec'd,
route 2, Murray Ky. 42071
Robert E Towery, Route 2,
Murray Ky 42071 Executor
Chesley Beach, Route 1,
Kirksey
Ky. Dec'd Hazel
Workman,. Route 1,Murray
Ky. Executrix
Will More Beal, Box It,
Murray, Ky Dec'd
Lula Clayton Beale, 715
Tompkins
St.
Charles
Mo.Co—Executrix.Marie M
Beale. Box 11, Murray Ky
Co.—Excutrix.
Bettie Snow Winchester, 03
Carnell, Belleville, Mi.Dec'd.
Sammie F- Snow,63 Carnell,
Belleville, MI 48111
Georgia Cutchin, Waldrop
and Chestnut St, Murray
K y.Dec'd,William. Cutchin.
Waldrop and Chestnut 'St,
-Murray KrExettrfor:Charles Christopher Jeffrey,
Route 1, Dexter Ky. Dec'd
Lacresia Jeffrey, Route 1,
Dexter Ky. Administratrix
Francis W Shea, Clerk,
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The - following
Estate
fiduciary appointments have
been made in the Calloway
District Court Alf claims I
against these estates should
be filed with the Fiduciary.
within six months of date of •
qualification.
- HAROLD
L OSBRON, CR Box 156,
Ky Deceased MAX
W PARKER, P.O. Box 618.
Murray, Ky. Administrator
(Correction).
F ranc is W Shea, Court Clerk

;NOTICE--

"H
/appy 40th
/Birthday
Frances Pugh]
GOD iS LOVE I John 4 8
"But seek
ye first the
kingdor'n of God, and His
-righlousiness, and all these
thirst:it shall be added unto
sew - Matthew 6 13 24 hour
phone. answered by God's
servalittr NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJ P

It's A
Fact
Fria Gift
Wrapping
het Specialty Al

Starks Nardw ars
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'
.
.
WHA-T WE do best is care
Needline, 753 6333.
3._ eAR-I3OFTTHANKS
.
We'want to take This Orr
portunity to thank all our
friends and neighbors for
•thelr kind expreSions of
Sympathy in the death of our
daughter, wife and mother.
We thank everyone for the
beautiful flowers, food and
prayers, also the pallbearers
and those who played the
music
and
songs We
especially thank Bro Wayne
Carter for conducnng the.
service and his most com
forting worde•-•er113—prayerS
May God bless each of you is
our prayer The Family of
Ann Higgins Washer
4.HELP.WANTED
CAPTAIN D'S is now ac
cepting applications for
counter sales and fry cooks
for both days and nights See
Mr Lanie77Mondarthrough
Friday, between 1.00 and
4 . 00 pm No phone calls
. .
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,'
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
_
_

IMMEDi'ATE• OPENTNGS:-

Will hire 3 this month, want
trainees, 17 25 years old
Welding, metal working,
mechanics. Excellent pay,
advancement,
regular
raises, high school grad or
GED required.. Call Navy
(502) 753 6439.
.
•
NEED FULL
time cleaning
maid, apply , in person
Calloway Manufacturing, Ill
Poplar, Murray, KY.

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3263
14, WANT TO Bur
,JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up" Call 474 8854 or 521
1315

U. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHAIN SAW chains. .38"
pitch for 16- bar, 510 59, 20"
bar, $11 99"24" bar, $1455
Wall in Hardware, Paris
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, 526 99: 60
month
$
Hardware
95a
,mpri
Pa s36 99 Wel"
SK IL SAW sale model 538,
$2999, model 574, 53499,
mOdel 559, $54 99, model 552,
$66.69, model S53, 572 99,
model 55.1, $79 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

33.
NE
slee
blo
753
Ret
fro
ava
mo
14.
TW
Ha

16. HOME FURNISHINGS
-EARLY
AMERICAN
Hide—a--tied,
traditional
sofa, two french barrel back
chairs, three french tables,
all like
new. Call 753-5342._
_
We

46

uy, Se I Or lrode

Used Furniture or Appliances

Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
lb

0. PE
ove
'or 7
37.
BR
fa.
Gri
or _
38.
AK
Ou
Pu.
pet
R
Sh

FOUR
PIECE
French
provincial bedroom suite
Call 435-4290 after 5 pm. .
THREE PIECE set 'of
Mediterien den furniture.
Call 753-0443.

19. FARM EQUIP.
ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 root
pickup disk. $600 Ford bush
hog, 6 foot, $500. M.F plow,.
no 3, 14 inch plows, $400 Call
*753 2878 or 753-4751.
DEARBORN
two 14 incIT
bottom Plows "5200. Call
733— 3830.
FORD. 4 row corn drill.
Excellent condition, Drilled
less then 400 acres. Call
436 2233 after 6 pm. • SNAPPER MOWER , blades,
28", 30", your choice.
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware,

.

Automatic 24 Hours
Monday & Tuesday
hear: "Can we all see
the Bible alike 7594444;
Strengthening
Your Family" /594445.

NOME NONE
INSURANCE

JUNK CARS. Call after 3 pm,
474.U33

•

VILE CALL

12.ttssunANCE

14. WANT TO BUY

SP•R A Y-E*5-, -4- - G-ALL-ON,$1299. 3 gallon, $1399;
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
$29 99
Wallin Hardware,
Paris
TILLER. S HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $209 99 Wallin Har
dware, Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volr173
ammp,•-group 3 EH,54,1.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
S44.99
Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, 539.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
only $32,99, Wallin Hard
ware, PariS.
WHEELBARROWS. $15,88,
$29.99, $3999 AND $49.99.
Wallin Hardwate. Paris.
22, MUSICAL
LOWER Y MAGIC Gene
,organ, 1 2 years old. Sold for
$
.2500 will sell for $2500. Cali
//59 - 1856
REALISTIC STER10.—tio
watt receiver, two 150
speakers, LAB turntable.
Call Pat 753 9635 after 4:30
Pfn. .

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control
24. MISCELLANEOUS
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, 564 99, Colors, 569 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
COMMODES, -WHITE,
539 99: cofors,-547 50 Wattin
Hardware, Paris
EAR THWAY
PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, $3099 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
EIGHT VW wheels, lour 4
tug, four 5 bolt wheels and
',res. Make offer 753 2608
POUR WHITE spoke rims 10
inch with tires, $350. nearly
new, Call 489-- 2203.
.
„R AP ID GRe;
-11-01., $339. 16
oz , $2.19. 32 oz., $3.755-1b.,
. $7.75, 10 lb., $11.85. Wallin
- Hardware, Paris
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $1299 at Wallin Hard
ware, Paris
SAW
DUST
for. sale.
Shoemaker
Lumber
Co.,
-McXenrie,
1901)352-5777,
— STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hole, self rimming, $79 99;
$39.99, 549.99 Wallin Hr
dware, Paris
W0015
'
13URNIN-G STOVE,
$125. 100 Yamaha.'$350 Call
437 4289
27;MOB. HOME SALES
1967 HILLCREST, 17 X 56, all
.electric, furnished, air
conditioned, nice
Price
$3750 Phone 753 2767
12 x 57, Hallmark, $3700, or
best offer Call 497'8828
NICE'TWO bedriF fur
nished
mobile
.e on•
private lot. Call a5 pm,
759,1984
.
- 17 x 60 19/4 WAYSIDE,
Spacious two bed-room,
central air, underpinning,
tie downs, storage shed Call
436 7625 or 474 2226
12 *60 MOBILE HOME with
1 acres of I
n blacktop
road 6 miles soul
ast of
*hurray Cali after 5-orn-,- 753
5080
29 HEATING &COOLING
23,000 BTU SEARS Coldspot
air conditioner. $150 435
4127
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners /33 1551 oy 753
9104
•
30. BUS. RENTALS.
'SHOPPING CENTER next.
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with Oas heat and
air conditioning C 011753 3018
after 5 pm
32. APTS, FOR RENT
NICE, RURNISHED, one

bedroom aparinfens. Inquire

100 S 13th Si
NEW
2
BEDROOM
Tovvhhouse Apartment, all
carpet, range, refrigerator.
dishwasher,
d'isoosal,
washer and .dryer' hookup.
central Air..753 1:550
TWO -13E'OR00m a partmont,
available(immeditteiy. Calf
753 4331

45
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1A1
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64.114V

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
41 REAL ESTATE\
NEWLY
REDECORATED
sleeping room for rent, one
block from University Call
7531812. 759 4909 or 759 4481
- ROOM FOR Rent, one block
from MSU, shared kitchen
available May -5th, 560 per
month Call 753 9341
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
"`BOYD MAJORS'm"
TWO BEDROOM house in
REAL ESTATE
Hardin tasheat 753 4661
753-8080
36 RENT OR LEASE

4j

REAL ESTATE

1

i 11

Warehouse
For Rent

753-4758

Pt
II

• PERSON NEEDED ¶O. take
over lease of trailer. 753 0928
'or 759 4646
37. LIVESTOCK -S[114.
BREEDER
AND
fryer
rabbits. for sale, Pleasant
- Grove Rabbitry. Call 753 6843
or 753 3574.
IS. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED Pug
puppies, these adorable
puppies
wonderful
make
pets Call 753 7438
REGISTERED
ENGLISH
Shepherd puppies. 763-8832.
43. REAL ESTATE.

-

II
ci
II

REAL ESTATE
753-8080

4

I.
Y INCH 1 qurtlity. Owl!
home custom
built tor
owner setting on 2 acres
Owntr, Kas been transferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with double. garage
Your
wife
will
enjoy
preparing meals in this
U --shaped kitchen with
several feet of cabinets. Dial
13-1492 for-your personal
showing.-Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
I AIN'T got nobody - Here's'
a lonesome little home that •
needs a face lift and a little p
'bye to make it happy agalit ir s.a...reaLbarga in at a rock,
bottom price..:
.located on an
3C

Professional Sen ices
The Friend!), TouelVI__

Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
1492 for our a ointment

V.itn

24
73
11

or
qh
se
Or

ci
88,
99

ne
for
all

50
le
30 -

1

4 lots (100' x 375' ea.)
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city limits. May be
purchased as one tract
or incOvidually. Commercial or building
sites, would be ideal
for trailer court. Boyd
Majors Real Estate:
105 N. 12111S1

T S WHAT'S inside that
countsl Plenty of corn
tortabfe living space to en
living room with
loy
dining area Wu's 3 queen
sized bedrooms With closets
all the way across the
rooms
double
vanity,
marble) in bath located on
quiet established street near
---Aohools Dial 753- 1492 for
your
personal showing.
OrFererd- -4y- _Loretta lobs
Realtors.' .
•

WALK TO THE LAKE
from this rustic home
near
Panorama
Shores. You'll love the
heavily wooded lot, the'
first floor patio and the
deck off the second
level. 3 bedrooms and
2 baths, great room
with
Franklin
fireplace plus formal
dining area and big
kitchen. Ready for
immediate showing.
Asking 47,500.
John Smith, Realtor

fie
OF FS WES/

753-1411 (anytime)

For Sale 'TOMATO PUNTS
Calloway County Nigh School
Green House
Sale Starts

Noon Tuesday April 24th
5
99
T E,
alhn

FOOD SALES

ION
with
aiim

Have opening for right man working the Food Service institutions .in West Kentucky. National
Distributor of Quality kood Products. Background
in Route sales of foods to Restaurants, hospitals,
schools, etc. desired. Prefer man that has lived and
worked in the Mayfield, Fulton, Murray area for 2
years. College helpful.

r--4
and
S 10
arty
. 16
lb.,.
allin •

for

Call Wayne Duncan at Holiday Inn in Mayfield, KY
after 3 p.m., Monday. April 16, and all day Tuesday.
April 17, for interview.

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
_753-8080 -

Pr of esiu..ina/ Servii.es
With The Friendly Touch'

THRIVING BUSINESS. . . INCLUDED INVENTORY. Groceries, gasoline, notions
also restaurant equipment included. Call us
about additional information on this excellent business opportunity.
Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
]05N. 12th St.

Storage Space

II

i

Professional Services
-V. th Thr Frimal)

Mini

WANT YOUR OWN
PRIVATE
PARK?
Then See This Wooded
1 acre lot in city with
lovely 3 bedroom
home,
aluminum
siding,
nicely
decorated,
electric
heat, glassed sun porch. Large garden
area. A Great Buy At
$32,500. Boyd 'Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

VE,
Call

all
air
rice

•

43. REAL ESTATE .
r

GOOD HOUSE
SENSE
Custom-built
home
of extras
with
locat a
4squiet street
convenient to shopping
areas. All appliances
stay with home, and
8'x10' wired storage
building with concrete
floor insures abundant
storage. Yard light,
panelled doors and
automatic garage door
opener are extra
features. No wasted
space and no shortcuts
in workmanship and
design in this convenient, step-saving
home. Phone KOt'PERUD REALTY 7531222 for all the Information.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Souths,de Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

NICELY WOODED live acre
homesites
tocated
on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of' these attractively priced
properties on be . bought
With a low down payment
and the balance - financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
yca(Mre ..51.,..753 0101,
753 7531

.753-7411 (anytime)

753-4451

th
'op
Of

2 2/10 acres with new
4 inch well, septic
tank, field line' laid
only $5,500. House
recently burned. Call
435-4380.

NEAR
KENTUCKY LAKE
Large
year-round
home in wooded setting. Approximately
2700 square feet of
46. HOMES FOR SALE
living space in this imBY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
pressive home with
family room with fireplace,
walk-out
basetnent.
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Central heat and air, 2
Murray High, 8
" Doran
Road. 753 8405-.
fireplaces
with
OWNER:
---BY
Three
heatalators, extra 2
bedrooms, two full baths.
car garage with boat
living room, large den with
shed and workshop. . fireplace, country kitchen,
two car garage, fenced
Large screened back
backyard, gas heat, central
air. Low S60's. Shown by
porch and quality conappointment only. Call 259
struction throughout:4503 after 5 pm.
Priced in the $60's.
47. MOTORCYCLES
Phone the friendly
1972 HONDA 450, Excellent
condition 5450. Call 767-6101
folks at KOPPERUD
1973
SL 350 HONDA, road or
REALTY, for all the
trail bike Call 753.3798.
details.

and etc.

spot
435
r
753

Othin"S

Police

753-5703'

753-1621

802 N. 18th Street Murray

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•WeL.,shing a s
Wei)°,

•c..-,,o,„
•Anhque

Built Furniture
Bross Hardware
•ci.siom fliutt Kitchen
Cob,nets

-492-8837
Hss i h41 So.

next
rsity
rent
t and
1 3018

one
oufre

30M
, all

afor,

1541,
*up,

Free
Termite Inspection

Flies, Roaches.
Silver Fish 8ii Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
MOS. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

753-3914
Calf

Taber's
Body Shop %
24 Hour Wrecker
Service
753-3134
753-6177
1301 Cliestnut-Murray

Murray .
Remodeling
,4Additions
4Enclosures
4Fireplaces
.Garages

4Home Building
4Insurance Work
eNew Baths
&Kitchens
xliestorations

.

753-5167

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Car* riere

753-5131

Quality Service
Company

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Radio Cab

Company

TAXI CAB.- .
SERVICE
m -Midnight
7 Days A Week

6a

Phone
753-5351
MAGIC
NAT
Chimney Sweeping in the
fine old dadition

Modern Sheet Metal
Service Departments.

1976 SUZUKI, RAA-370A, S &
W gas oil shocks, air fork kit,
many
high
performance
extras. Can be seen at 256
Riveria CourtS, after 5 pm
S550
1975 400X Yamaha, like new.
Best reasonable offer.- Call
759-4740 or753 3068 after 6

48. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
gUarentee, 522.88. 36 month
guarentee. 80 amp, $26.99. 60
-month guarentee 95 amp,
$36.99
Wallin' Hardware,
.. Paris.
TIRE SALE' Premium
grade, white wall, 4 Ply
polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee
A78X13, 521.39
and $172 VET; E78X14,
S25 63 and 52.20 F ET ;
F78X14, $26.40 -and $2.31..
FE T, G78X14 or IS, $28.39
and $2 5.1 FET; H7SX 14 or 15,
$30.52 and $2.76 F'ET
1_78X15. $32.86 and $3.06
Wallin Hardware.
F ET
Paris
49.1,5ED
CARS
1
1974 BUICK Regal great
condition, must sell. Call 753
9966m
C0
4 afterE5R0
MERCURY
197
Y GRAND
Marou ,S. 4
door, im
maculate,
full
power.
original owner, 54,000 miles,
$1450 or best offer. Paris.
1901) 642 7190 before 5
pfri
te1r5Lpy
mm
6432
f7p
.51.
, 1a9
4 speed, 318 engine. 753-0069
WHITE TRANS Am, 31,000
actual miles. test offer. Call
753 0552 after 5 pm.
50. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVY 3 quarter ton
2WD, everY Option, 14000
miles,55000
Excellent
condition
Call
753.-7593
before 3 PM.
1975 EL C AAR( R9, power and
air, good conditiok S2375
Ca,i t99 7595.

I Heat Pump
OrplrecroIrsts

753-6952 . 153-9290

.TOTS Fin SALE
44-

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

First time on market. Beautifully and originally
designed lake home only 18 months old. 3
bedrooms and 2 baths, wood burning fireplace
and heat pump. Large 24 x 30 garage-workshop.
Sftuated overlooking the main lake on three excellent wooded lake lots. $64,900.

T

Never lived in - brand new 3Or 4 bedroom,2 bath,
brick with central heat and air, fireplace and
2,000 sq. ft. of living area. Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for year around living.
$61,900.

7534222

,
0 m,

all

ROOMTO ROAM
Choice new listing for
the choosy house hunter wanting some
elbow room. Lovely 3
bedroom brick home
with electric heat
pump and R-34 rated
insulation in ceiling.
Attractive living room
with fireplace, dining
room, kitchen and 11
/
2
baths.
Home
is
situated on 5.75 acres
with large barn and
pond, also above
ground
swimming
pool. All this at a price
sure to please - in the
$40's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
courteous and cornpetant real estate service
..

LKUD

Of Air.

571.3

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

TERRIFIC LOCATION.. 314
5 9th is the location of this 4
bedrloom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital41octors, schools,
churches,
and
shopping.
Besides the 4 bedrooms and 2
baths, you have large living
room, kitchen, full basement
and a 32-*-113 swimming pool
and patio enclosed by {private.
wooden fence. Call today tor
an appointment to see at
5.47,500. The Nelson Shroat
Co. Realtors. 759 1707.

House, garden, auto, sewer, power and concrete tools
753-1441
._ _ -.. _ -

Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph 19011479-3986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn

TELEPHONE 7511651

VW
00

' 111n

Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales

Neat in every way is
the two bedroom,
insulated aluminum
siding
house approximately thirteen
milesSouth of Murray.
Outside storage Nrid
one acre of land are
only two of the
features that go with
this $17,500.00 home.

(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

..

43. REAL ESTATE

South 12th at Sycamor•

WANT SOMETHING
DIFFERENT? Then
take a look at' a
delightful change. This
3 bedroom, 2 bath
home offers a different
rustic
design.
Cathedral ceilings,
Franklin fireplace,
tasteful lighting,
natural wood finished
great room,central air
and
professionally.
landscaped. Take a
look! You'll like it!
$47,900.
John Smith, Realtor

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
$2. BOATS & MOTORS
53. SERV(CES OFFERED
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
•.
1979 JEEP HCMC HO pickup,
CARPET
1978, 16 foot SEA NYMPH,
CLEANING, free patching, also seal coating
boded
with
accessories, depth finder
trolling motor, estimates
satisfied Phone 436 2573.
3,700 miles. 753-4509 or 436
trailer, 1977 70hp Johnson references, Vibra Vac steam MITCHELL BLACKTOP
5448.
or dry cleaning. Call LiffiKs .PING, driveways and small
motor. Call 436-5686.
•
REBUILT ENGINE for
Carpet Cleaning, 753,5827.
pat
speciality,
Chevy Luv pickup, $200. Also $3. SERVCCES OFFERED
lohbis
sPes
ngaand
cei
tcyoa
, iinsgo.
ASPHALT c
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All COMPLETE
will install. Phone 441? 8841.
1537
makes
and
mddels. maintenance paving. pat
51. CAMPERS
chino, also seal coating. Call
Refrigerator and air con
NEED A carpenter? We7o
753
7148
CAMPER
or
753
REPAIR, all ditioning.
9043.
Located
Paneling and additions Or
All
work
brands, Eat lift and Reese guarenteed. CaL 753,0762 at Murray Speedway, High
what have you. Call 436 2516
,way 641 N of Murray
hitches, electric brakes, and an
.
ROOFING, NEW houses. Re,
light hookups. White Compel.
DRIVEWAYS
ATTENTION
roof, built-up- - roof, on
DATSUN
WHITE
Sales, located East 94 high
rocked and graded, all size
trailer
ow
lers!
Ecomohy.
roof coating. Lail 753
.
Repair
way, toward Ken Lake,
pea gravel, free estimates. 1310.
Shop,
Hazel,
has
KY
an
Murray, KY 753-0605.
experienced
and
factory Clifford Garrison, 753-5429 STRIPPING
• 'AND
1973 DODGE, 22 foot, Mini- trained mechanic. You can after 4 pm.
refinishing
furniture.
home with alot of ac- save up to 50 per cent labor EXTERIOR
AND inferior
Experienced and can furnish
cessories. 753 4509 or 436- -cost. Come in or call for painting.
references. 753-4955.
carpentry work
100
7448.
estimates
and
compare. done, decks and porches built SHEETROC
K FINISHING,
t PHENI045,_ Camper Phone 492,.8241.
and repaired, gutter cleaning 9
r2o
oo
lf
small
carpenter
sleeps six, 5I700. Call 751-8056 BYARS BROTHERS & Son
or
installation,
smaRt contractor. Call 354-8565.
STARCRAFT
AND
Road General home remodeling, plumbing, concrete walks,
WILL
MOW yards. Call 753Ranger
Dealer,
travel framing, aluminum siding, patios, and driveways also
.
done. Call 436,5570 after 5 PM
traitors, 5th wheels, and gutters, and roofing. Call 1
WET
for
tree estimates.
BASEMENT?' We
OoPUp. Both new and used. 395 4967 ori,362 4895.
make wet basements dry.,
Complete line; parts and BACKeICkE • WORK, septic GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
work completely guarenteed.
accessories, hitches, brakes, tanks, /gravel and dirt Sears continous gutters
Call or write Morgan Con
and lights; installed. White's hauling(753-5808 or 753-5706.
installed
per
your
structipn Co., Route .2, Box
Camper Sales, located East
CONCRETE & BLOCK work. specifications. Call Sears
409A,
Paducah, KY 42001, or
94 highway toward Ken
Block /garages, basements, 753,2310 for free estimates.
call day or night, 1,442 7026:
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753
driveways, walks, patios, INSULATION BLOWN in by
0605.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
steps, free estimates. 753- Sears, save on these high
and air conditioning, repairs
52. BOATS & MOTORS
heating and cooling bills.
5476.
and remodeling around the
141,2 FOOT FIBERGLASS CAN'T GET those small jobs Call Sears, 753,2310, for free
home. 753-2211.
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor, around the house or mobile estimates.
1 LA36497T
MaE
O
tt
cot 5 yparo
r s
Call
and trailer, 5700. 753-5372.
home done? Carpentry, MOBILE HOME anchors,
FISHING RIG,Electricly painting,
plumbing, underpinning, roofs sealed,
WAN
awnings,
and
ifnouom
t Cboorav r ne
V. aluminum
shapedeclu i Pcied,
siding, patios, patio
Carports. Call
aluminum boat. One small concrete jobs. Calf 436, aluminum
WANTED: ELECTRIC golf
Jack
Glover,
753-1873 after 6
trolling motor, dept finder, 2562 after 5 pm.
carts, any condition. Write
two life preservers, four pole CARPET CLEANING, at pm.
Box 296, Mayfield, KY 42066
holders, one bass seat, 18 hp reasonable rates. Prompt
Johnson motor, heavy duty and efficient service. Custom
Paris line trailer. Call 753- Carpet Cara. 489-2774.
3983.
309 Walnut Street
DO YOU
need stumps
1978 MODEL 19'7" deep V removed from
NEW OFFICE HOURS
your yard or
Closed All Day Wed'.
Runabout
with
228 hp land cleared of stumps? We
Mercruiser; all alum:Mum -can remove stumps
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday
7:30 til 5:00
up-to 24"
_Tandunt. trailer, Ha
been below the ground, leaving
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
water only one time. 753.4320. only sawdust and chips. Call
For hospital & house cells *loose colt 753-36S5 ewe day la ad1976 RUNABOUT 14½ foot for free estimate, Steve Shaw
115 hp Johnson.53 00. Call 753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435vance. Notary Public Service.
492-8313.
4343.

'BRING ME THAT FILE LABELED
\COAL!, MR.SCHLESINGER

Dial-A-service
4.„
••
doe*
Hinman's Rentals

Or

fur
oh

.41reez4

COL IOW MILLET

ling.
ard
aleCo ,
777
c hen
nt, 4
999,
Har

50. USED TRUCKS

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Business 751-4071

FOR
SALE
TRUCK - '88 Dodge,
good conditon $650
C411489-2711.

'

at;

•.
a/
4.•
•

Tre•-•

Walk to the lake from this rustic home near
Panorama Shores. You'll love the heavily
wooded lot, the first floor patio and the deck off
the 2nd level. 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, great
room with Franklin fireplace plus lots of other
extras. Ready for immediate showing. Asking
$47,500-. - •

Want something different? Then take a look at a
delightful change. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
offers a different rustic design. Cathedral
ceilings, Franklin fireplace, tasteful lighting,
natural wood great room. Take a look you'll like
it. $47,900.

t(
•
5 Acres! A garden spot, fruit trees, a place for
horses or cows, extra storage area and yes
there's a lovely custom built 3 BR home that is
included. Special features include spacious
rooms, top quality craftsmanship, central heat
and air and lots of storage area. Available for
immediate inspection. How much? $63,900.

Absolutely everything! Family Room with
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room!
All built-ins! Formal living Room! Double car
garage! Central heat & air & much more!
Presented at 859,900.

*••

\ I

-

,,

:11 IF

e
k.

g

#111.110

.011

City Convenience - Country Atmosphere! Just
minutes from town is this 3 BR brick home with
family room & fireplace. Has attached garage
with storage space and deck for bar-b-queing.
Central heat & air for year around comfort!
Sound inviting? Then give us a call. Only i42,900.

,
4

OLDER HOME!!! Older part of town. Lots of
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
also be converted to high return income
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
remodeling project just give us a call. 753-7411.
Investment in fixture letrate. Oneet the remaining ipal
main lake water front lots in a restricted area Black top road,
community water in street, on school and mail route Call us and
we'll take you there

fl

_,
Special of the week' Good bottom Iliad farm pnced WAY BELOW
11.000 per acre and close to Murray Call 753-7411 right now for
other infonMiion_
We also have thee lake lots available'

Scenic setting! Enjoy the marvelous view of Ky.
Lake from.this lovely lake home. Living room
and formal dining room- plus family room with
Franklin fireplace, Central heat and air plus all
appliances. Large lake view lot with lots of
decking 'around house. Immediate possession,
only $44,900.

is

John Smith,
REALTOR

,
74/offsoi.
6a. ite4.
esl

U.S. 641 North, Village Center

753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phone
Ron Talent 753-9894 Joe Kennon 436 5676
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Irvin Dies At
Memphis; Funeral
Held Here Today

New Radio Drama Show
To Be Hosted By Harris

Glen Watkins Dies;
Rites Held Today

Glen D. Watkins, former
Mrs. Eva Irvin of Hazel resident of Calloway County,
Route 1 died Saturday at 8 was pronounced dead on
p.m. at the Methodist arrival at the Marshall County
Hospital. Memphis, Tenn. She Hospital, Benton, on Friday at
was 82 years Of age and the 7:20 p.m. His death was due to
wife of Charlie Irvin who died natural causes.
Mr. Watkins, 52, a resident
Dec. 31, 1965.
The deceased was a of Calvert • City, was an emmember of the Green Plain ployee of the Pennwalt Cor.714.,Ce9men is designed to report on the octiertios and positions of the candidates in the
various statewide races in
Church of Christ. Born Feb. 7, poration, Calvert City. A
this May's primary election Mon of the items contained in the column come directly from the
candidate or his or her
World
staff.
War II veteran, he was
1897, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late a member of the North
A fund raising breakfast in
Also, Mrs. Betty Lowry,
Plea,sant Grove Cumberland
Mr. and Mrs. Sohn Dalton.
support of the candidacy of
Mrs. EPen - Harrell, Jerry
-Mrs. Irvin is survived by Presbyterian Church in
Harrell, Mrs. Odessa Stubone daughter, Mrs. Verna Nell Calloway County. Born Nov. 5, Richard H. Lewis, Benton
seeking
blefield, George Stockton, Dr.
the
Newport, Memphis; Tenn.; 1926, in Detroit. Mich., he was attorney
Burton Young, Hugh Miller,
one son, C. H. ( Buddy) Irvin, the son of the' late • James Democratic nomination for
Joe Dyer and Joe Belcher.
Hazel Route 1; sister, Mrs. Watkins and Robbie Fern lieutenant governor in the
May 29 primary election, has
In the 14 years since he
Aldie Spann, Murray Route 4; Johnson Watkins.
.
been
set for 9 a.m. Saturday,
received his law degree at the
Survivors include his wife,
half sister, Mrs. Mayab
Univelaity of Kentucky, Lewis
Dalton, Murray; ,brother, Mrs. Betty Watkins, Calvert April 28, at the Colonial
has compiled a record of
Tony Dalton, Sedalia; half City; three daughters, Mrs. Smorgasbord restaurant in
service to West Kentucky, to
brother, Frank Dalton. Judith Irvan and Mrs. Glenda Murray.
Tickets for the affair, acMurray State University -and
Murray:.three grandchildren; Thomas, Calvert City, and
to the Commonwealth.
Mrs. Vicky Futrell, Paris, cording to Charles Walston,
five great grandchildren.
. of
the
In 1969, he was elected to the
She was preceded in death Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. chairman
first of three consecutive
by one son, J. B. Irvin, on Shirley Shelton and Mrs. DoriS arrangements committee, are
$10 per person, $15 per couple
terms as a state represenMarch 24, 1968, and a half Brittain, both of Murray;
LocafStovall Supporters Organize
tative. The next year, the
brother, Leslie Dalton, in three brothers1 Hugh Watkins, and $2.50 per child. All
news media selected him as thouse in the Circuit CourShelby, Ohio, Joe Watkins, proceeds will go to support the
February 1979.
Adams, Mrs. Marilyn Batik'',
Lewis Campaign, he said.
the outstanding freshman in- troom.
The funeral services are Dexter, and Harry Lee
Mrs.
Wendell Allbritten, Mrs.
-Richard Lewis is a
A large number of
the House of Representatives.
being held today at 2:30 p.m. Watkins, Louisville; five
Stovall Billie Ray, Mrs. Sue Outland
gradua
te
of
Murray
State
UniWhile in the House, he supPorters met to
at the chapel of the J. H. grandchildren.
formulate and Mrs. Jean Blankenship.
served as, chairman of the committees for the 'campa
The funeral is 'being held versity and•a past president
Churchill Funeral Home with
ign.
The Youth Committee for
prestigious State Government According teJudge-Exec
- Lexie Ray and Dean Crut- today at 2 p.m.at the chapel of.
utive • Stovall are Paulette Drury,
Committee and as a member Robert 0. Miller, state
Chfield officiating. The song the Johnson-Lambert Funeral
wide Emma Johnson, Randy
of
three
others,, the campaign chairman, corn- Lovett, Janice.
serviteis by a group from the Home, Calvert City, with the
Martin, Terry
Appropriations, Judiciary find - en-ittees - Intrude, Williin
Green Plain Church of Christ Rev. Mitchell Mathis ofi- Dunn, Becky Wilson, Tim
the
Bazzell
Elections and Con, Gil Hopson, Wayburn
with Walter Lee Steely as ficiating.
Adams and Chuck and Mary
stitutional Amendments Wyatt, Billy Erwin, Johnny
Active pallbearers are Gale.
leader.
Jane Overbey.
Commit
McCage, Ralph McCuiston,
tees.
Serving as pallbearers are Edwards, James Goodaker,
Further plans of the comIn 1975, Gov. Julian Carroll Janice Austin, Mrs. Fannie
Calvin Spann, Cecil Spann, Cliff Davenport, Charles
mittees are to be made at a
named
Raymo
Stubble
him his chief adnd, Charles. Watkins,
field, Mrs. Carolyn
Robert Lassite, Hildred
later date.
ministrative assistant, and he
- Paschall, Paul Dunn, and Rob Michael Garland, George
resigne
d
Duren
his
, and Jim Rowe.
seat in the House
Roy Erwin!, Burial will follow
Blue Cross
to take the post, which he held
in the South Pleasant Grove .tionorary pallbearers are J.
Blue Shield
for more than a year. It was
D. Darnell, Charley Goess,
Cemetery.
Delta Dental
during this period that he also
Frank Lowery, Glenn Brien,
x.r
served as president of the
'Jerald Barrett, Jerry Paggett,
Murray .State
and Charles Mitchell, all
Alumni
Association.
employees at Pennwalt.
Resigning as the governor's
Burial will follow in the,
Mrs. Claudie B. (Ruth) Calvert-City Cemete
chief administrative assistant
ry.
Venable of 605 Ellis Drive,
in June 1976, Lewis returned to
Murray, died Sunday at 8:15
Benton to resume his law
Richardtewis
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
practice, but also continued to
of its alumni association as serve as a
to-My Hospital. She was 83
member of the
well as a native west Ken- Workman's ,years of age.
Compensation
The Murray woman was a
Haley Stokes, former tuckian," Walston said, -and Board, going to Frankfort
member of the Sinking Spring Vurray
policeman and it is hoped that all of his each Monday to work with
Baptist Church. Born Jan. 24, businessman, died- Saturd
friends in Musray and .that group,
ay
until 1978 when he
1896. in Calloway County, she morning at the Rapiist Callloway County will attend resigned to
seek the lieutenant
.
was the daughter of the late Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He thi breakfast and support 'governor's
office. Henry Cook and Ann Wallace was 67 years of age
Lewis was. the first to an- ,
and a him in this campaign."
Cook.
Tickets for the breakfast are aounte for
resident of Camden,Tenn.
Athe—lieutenant
Mrs. Venable is survived by
Mr. Stokes was a retired available at the following governor's race, doing so 13
her husband. Claudie B., to employee of the Tennessee businesses in Murray: Carroll _ months
ahead of the primary..
whom she was married on Valley Authority, and was
a Volkswagen, Twin Lakes and has been waging a
April 3, 1920; three sons, member of the Natche
z Trace Office Supply, Evelyn's vigorous campaign across the
Glenn, Murray Route 1. Baptist Church. He waS for- Beauty Shop and from Tom state for
the office since that
Herman, San Jose, Calif., and merly in business with
Rushing at the Bank. of time.
his
Freeman, Warren, Mich.; two brother, Edwin Stokes,
He is married to the former
in Murray.
sisters, Mrs. W. A. "( Artie ) Murray,. and also served
Individuals with tickets to Martha Jane
on
Cunningham of
sell include: Charles and
Smith, Paducah, and Mrs. the Murray Police Force.
Princeton and also a Murray
Cleatus / Delia ( Shelton,
The- Camden resident is. Nancy Walston, Dick .Stout, State graduate, and they have
Dexter Roure 1; one brother, survived by his wife, Mrs. Bill Kapperud, Pete Lan- three
daughters.
caster, Phyllis D'Angelo, Dr.
Fred__ Cook, -Fulton; four Lorelle Cathey Stokes
; three
grandchildren; three great daughters,
Mrs.
Jim Jim Byrn, Dr. Ben Hum+ ++
grandchildren.
Latricia) Travis, Camden, phreys, Dr. Chad Stewart,
The funeral Will be held Tenn., Mrs. Carolyn Kirk, Don Henry and W. A.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP • Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Ann Franklin.
Democratic gubernatorial
chapel ofthe Blalock-Coleman Fox, New Johnsonville
candidate John Y. Brown Jr.
,
Funeral Home with the Rev. Tenn.; one son, Dan Stokes,
has promised to appoint a
Lawson Williamson officiating Louisville; one brothe
black to his cabinet if elected.
r,
Prices
of stock of local interest at
and Gus Robertson, Jr., as Edwin Stokes, Murray
Brown, a latecomer to the
; 12 noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
soloist.
grandchildren; three great Ledger & Times by First of Michigan. May 29 primary race, also
Corp., of Murray. are as follows:
Pallbearers will be Bun grandchildren.
promised to create new job
Wilkerson, Otto Parks,
The funeral is being held Industrial Average
opportunities for blacks by
Barney Futrell, Raymond today at 2:30 p.ni. at the Air Products
attracting new business and
2a46 unc
American
Matheny, James Key, and chapel of the Stockdale-Mali
7% -14
industry to the state during an
n Ashland 011Motors,
43%
-5
Tommie Atkins. Burial will Funeral Home, Camden, American Telephone
Easter address to about 800
815 -5
follow in the Sinking Spring Tenn., with the Rev. Norman Bonanza
45B 4'*A
members of the King Solomon
Chrysler
9
-L
2
4
s
Cemetery.
Don't put it off any longer. Get into a regular
Culpepper and the Rev. Jessie Ford Motor •
Baptist Church here.
445 -5
exercise
Friends may call at the Brown officiating. Burial will GAF
115 unc
"There
's
progr
never
am now. It'll not only make you feel better,
been a black
General Care
85 +5
funeral home after 2 p.m. follow in the Benton Memori
General
appointed to a cabinet-level
Dynamics
al
320
you'll look better and live longer:
General Motors
today (Monday(.
575 -5
Gardens, Camden,Tenn.
position in state government,"
General Tire
Of course,, you should consult your doctor rtrst.
255 -ati
Brown said during Easter
Goodrich
19%
Then
start4umping rope, walking, bicycling or joggin
Hardeea
11S -5
services at the church. "I
g.
Heublein
775 -5
How
you take care of yourself directly affects the
IBM
intend
to find the most
312 +
Pennwalt
315 -41
,*cost of health care for all o,f us. In the long run, good
qualified. black I can, and I
Quaker Oats .
. 235 unc
STEAK
health habits are the best form of health care .
Tappan
commit
to
appoint him or her
115 -5
. . and
Texaco
. 25
to
a
cabinet
-level
lest expensive.
the
DINNER
position
Wal-Mart
in
26+4
my administration."
Wendys
I75B 185A
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental of
Brown .said the unernINCLUDES
Kentucky we're concerned about rising health care
ployment rate among Wad.
,\
Sirloin Steak(6oz
cots. That's why we're working with consumers,
Federal-State Market News
teenagers in Kentucky is 40
Service
uncooked weight)
April 16, 1979
dentists, physicians and hospitals to find woys to
percent
and
,
hold
stressed the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Salad Bar, Potato
down.
costs
Report Includes 7 Buying StationsMarket
importance of attracting new
Toast and Drink'
Receipts Act. 790 Est. 550 Barrows
&
Write us for information on enrolling in quality
industry in an effort to redui
Gilts 25-50 higher Sow, steady
$1 00
higher
black joblessness.
health
care,prepayment plans.-For a free booklet on
US 1-2 200-230 I he
$44 00-44-50
US 2 200-24011m
_ _fitness (limit one) write c/o "Food & Fitness Booklet"
.14375-44.00
+
US 2-3 240-250 Ibis
142.75-4375
- anhe following address: Blue Cross and Blue Shield
US 24 280480 lbs
- $41 75-4275
Sows
An organizational meeting
and Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station
US 1-2 270-350 Ita.
$38 0439 00
of the committee for Thelma'
US 1-3 300-450 lbe
Road, Louisville, KY 40223.
.
$38 13040 00
US 1-3 450-500Ibs
Stovall,
candidate
140 00-42 00
f()r
We want you to stay healthy.
Bel-Air Center
US 1-3 500-050 lbs
$42 00-44 00
governor of Kentucky v.;is
1,4,74 300-500lbs.
132.01138.00
Boars 3t00-3400
held -.recently in the-emir -

Julie Harris, who has won
almost every major award for
her dramatic performances
on stage, screen, and
lelevision, will enter a new
phase of her career in May as
the hostess of B new radio
drama series.
To be heard at 8 p.m.
Wednesdays on WKMS-FM
radio at Murray State
University, the series entitled
Masterpiece Radio Theatre is
a National Public Radio
(NPR)prodaction.
Ms. Harris' assignment for
the Mobil-funded radio drama
series produced for NPR by
Boston radio station WGBH's
Elinor Stout will be to set the
scene for the British and
American classics to be heard
during the 52-week series.
She has won five Tony
awards for her work on stage,

has appeared in films in which
she has indicated her versatility by playing everything
from contemporary drama to
classic tragedy to musical
comedy,and has performed in
more thee 50 television
dramas ana narrated several
television specials. She has
received two Emmy Awards.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3 on
the FM dial and serves
listeners in West Kentucky
and adjacent areas of three
states, Tennessee, Missouri,
and Illinois. It is a nonprofit,
noncommercial fine arts radio
service.4„..

Highway 464 To
le Closed Due

464 betto
' Beginning at 7 a.m.
Tuesday, Highway
ween Maio and Almo Heights
will be closed due to road
repair if weather permits,
according to the Calloway
The Calloway County Young County Sheriff's Department.
The road will be closed for
Democrats will have a
meeting Tuesday, April 17, at two days.
the Calloway County Courthouse in the Circuit Courtroom at 7:00 p.m.
All members are urged to
attend this meeting. Plans are
being finalized for the
Calloway County 'Young
Democrlitt- Barbeque
be
held April 30, 1979 at the.
FILM,fuss arias,
Peoples Bank.
CUIENAS, FIUME!,
Discussion of the upcoming
Arteraft Medias
officers election, to be held
118 Se. tak-1113-811111
May 10, will also be on the
ma PARKINS AT NW WS
agenda.

Young Demos To
Meet On Tuesday

6

7

Mrs. Venable Dies;
Rites Tuesday

Former Murray Man
Dies;Rites Today

Stock Market

Special Sirloin TUESUT SFECIS

$ 59

Hog Market

/Om maw

78 Chevrolet
Monte Carlo

Power steering and brakes,
wire wheel covers, AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4,065 miles,
dark carmine color, just
like new!!

Highway 64 1

South, Murray

-

maw

mem

maw ma"
Oldsmobile

77 Buick Regal

Ti Chevrolet Corvette

Two door, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioner, -automatic transmission, tilt steering
wheel, Landau roof,
custom
wheels, low
mileage, see to believe,
green and white

Beige, white interior,
power windows, AM/FM
radio, aluminum wheels,
white letter tires, luggage
rack, removable tops,
35,000 miles,sharp

78
98 Regency

Two doer power steering
and bralies, split seats, this
car is loaded with luxury
options, -sow mileage, one

owner.
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts

me
m
Mercury Comet

77

Four door, power steering,
automatic transmission,
air Conditioner, AM radio,
vinyl roof, custom . wheel
covers,low mileage.
OM QUALM
GM
SERVICE/RAM
NICRONS PliRTS DIVISION

mew millow

76 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic

78 Chevrolet
Caprice Wagon

Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Landau roof, 32,000 miles, local
one owner car, silver and
red,this car will be sold!!

Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack,this car is loaded with
options, perfect for the big
family, burgundy- With'
wood grain.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

74 Chevrolet
Pick -Up Truck
Power, steering
and
bliptes, tilt steering
wheel,' silverado equipmelt, long wheel base,
burgundy and white, 50,000
actual miles.

Telephone
753-2617

